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On-shell simplifications in GR
Graviton plane wave:

=

Gravity scattering amplitude:

Yang-Mills polarization

Yang-Mills vertex

Yang-Mills amplitude

On-shell 3-graviton vertex:

Gravity processes = “squares” of gauge theory ones:  KLT, BCJ, CHY



Kawai-Lewellen-Tye Relations (‘86)

gravity states are 
products of YM states:

etc…

Field theory limit Þ gravity theory ~ (YM theory) ´ (YM theory)

String theory
tree-level identity: closed string ~ (left open string) ´ (right open string)

KLT relations emerge after nontrivial world-sheet integral identities

3

|2i = |1i ⌦ |1i
|3/2i = |1i ⌦ |1/2i



Squaring of YM theory – the double copy
Gravity processes = squares of gauge theory ones - entire S-matrix     

GravityYang-Mills

pure Yang-Mills ® Einstein gravity + dilaton + axion

4D YM + massless quarks ® Pure 4D Einstein gravity 

®

®

E.g.

squared
numerators 

(BCJ double copy)



Example: axion-dilaton gravity 
Consider double copy of D-dimensional pure YM:

2 THE DUALITY BETWEEN COLOR AND KINEMATICS

indices i, and those of the double-copy fields can be made explicit,

(Áh)ij

µ‹
= Á((i

µ
Áj))

‹
(graviton) ,

(ÁB)ij

µ‹
= Á[i

µ
Áj]

‹
(B-field) , (2.46)

(Á„)µ‹ =
Ái

µ
Áj

‹
”ij

D ≠ 2 (dilaton) .

On the first line the gluon polarizations are multiplied in symmetric-traceless combinations
corresponding to the 1

2(D ≠ 2)(D ≠ 1) ≠ 1 states of a graviton. On the second line they are
antisymmetrized corresponding to the 1

2(D ≠ 2)(D ≠ 3) states of an antisymmetric tensor
field. The completeness of the set of gluon polarization vectors implies that the right-hand
side of the third line of Eq. (2.46) is proportional to ÷µ‹ up to momentum-dependent terms,
so (Á„)µ‹ describes a single state. Adding them all up we find the (D ≠ 2)2 states in the
tensor product of two massless vectors, as we should.

The double copy of D-dimensional pure YM theory gives gravity amplitudes Mtree that
follow from the Lagrangian [183, 184]

S =
⁄

dDx
Ô

≠g

C

≠1
2R + 1

2(D ≠ 2)ˆµ„ˆµ„ + 1
6e≠4„/(D≠2)H⁄µ‹H⁄µ‹

D

, (2.47)

where H⁄µ‹ is the field strength of the two-index antisymmetric tensor Bµ‹ and the non-
canonical normalization of the dilaton quadratic term is chosen to avoid non-rational depen-
dence on the spacetime dimension D. The Z2 symmetry Bµ‹ æ ≠Bµ‹ generates a consistent
truncation of this Lagrangian to Einstein gravity coupled to „. The further Z2 symme-
try of this truncation, „ æ ≠„, allows a further consistent truncation to Einstein gravity.
The double copy analog of this truncation is realized by choosing gluon polarizations in
symmetric-traceless combinations, as for the graviton polarizations in Eq. (2.46).

To show the connection to the BCJ double copy, consider, for example, the five-point
tree amplitude. The double-copy amplitude in terms of Jacobi-satisfying numerators is,

Mtree
5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = ≠i

15ÿ
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niñi

Di

= ≠i ñ1

3
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+ n1
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+ n1 + n4

D14

4

≠ i ñ4

3
n4

D4
+ n4

D10
+ n4

D11
+ n1 + n4

D13
+ n1 + n4

D14

4
, (2.48)

where we used the solution (2.40) and the propagators 1/Di can be read o� from the diagrams
in Fig. 7. As usual, where we suppress an overall factor of (Ÿ/2)3. Remarkably, after using
the solution (2.40) for both the ni and ñi, the result depends only on the numerators n1, n4
and ñ1, ñ4. Using Eq. (2.41), we have,

Mtree
5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = ≠

1
ñ1 Atree

5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) + ñ4 Atree
5 (1, 4, 3, 2, 5)

2

= i s12s45A
tree
5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) ÂAtree

5 (1, 3, 5, 4, 2)
+ i s14s25A

tree
5 (1, 4, 3, 2, 5) ÂAtree

5 (1, 3, 5, 2, 4) . (2.49)
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Amplitudes consistent with the theory:

In 4D this is axion-dilaton gravity:

Symmetry                     allows for consistent truncation of scalars



Example: pure GR
Pure 4D Einstein gravity: HJ, Ochirov

Does not match YM2 spectrum: 

Deform YM theories with massless fundamental quarks

Anti-align the spins of the quarks à gives scalars in GR

e.g. become ghosts if 



Web of double-copy constructible theories 
5 A WEB OF DOUBLE-COPY-CONSTRUCTIBLE THEORIES

Figure 17: Schematic rendition of the web of theories. Nodes represent the main double-copy-
constructible theories discussed in this section, which include gravitational theories (rectangular
nodes), string theories (oval nodes) and non-gravitational theories (octagonal nodes). Undirected
links are drawn between theories that have a common gauge-theory factor in their construction
(di�erent gauge-theory factors correspond to di�erent colors). Directed links connect theories
obtained by modifying/deforming both gauge-theory factors (e.g. adding matter, assigning VEVs).
Details are given throughout Sec. 5.3.

5 A web of double-copy-constructible theories
As we have seen in the previous sections, the duality between color and kinematics and
the double-copy construction express amplitudes of gravitational theories in terms of sim-
pler building blocks from gauge theory. It has become clear that this property is not an
accident of few very special theories, but extends to large classes of gravitational and non-
gravitational theories. Seemingly unrelated theories have been shown to share—and thus
be connected by—the same set of building blocks, yielding a “web of theories” which can
be analyzed with double-copy methods (see Fig. 17). In this section, we aim to probe this
web more in detail. Particularly prominent results will be the classification of homogeneous
N = 2 Maxwell-Einstein supergravities [282], which can be reproduced and streamlined
by double-copy methods, the double-copy construction for YME [120, 125, 257, 283] and
gauged supergravities [123, 284], and the construction for Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) theories

60

See reviews [1909.01358], [2203.13013] – Bern, Carrasco, Chiodaroli, HJ, Roiban



N=2 SUGRA double copies

N=2 SQCD on color-kinematics form 
known up to two loops 
à permits the double copies: 2

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

FIG. 1: Ten cubic diagrams that describe the four-gluon two-loop amplitude of N = 2 SQCD. At the conformal point,
Nf = 2Nc, diagrams (d), (e), (i), and (j) manifestly cancel out from the integrand.

THE COLOR-DUAL INTEGRAND

N = 2 SQCD has a running coupling constant ↵S(µ2
R),

and loop amplitudes need to be renormalized to remove
ultraviolet (UV) divergences. Prior to renormalization,
we may perturbatively expand n-point amplitudes in
terms of the bare coupling ↵

0
S ,

Mn = (4⇡↵0
S)

n�2
2

1X

L=0

✓
↵
0
SS✏

4⇡

◆L

M
(L)
n , (1)

where S✏ = (4⇡)✏e�✏� anticipates dimensional regular-
ization in D = 4 � 2✏ dimensions. At multiplicity four,
we will always use kinematics defined by s > 0; t, u < 0,
where s = (p1+ p2)2, t = (p2+ p3)2, u = (p1+ p3)2, with
s+ t+ u = 0, and all momenta are outgoing.

The two-loop integrand of Ref. [34] was constructed
to make manifest separations at the diagrammatic level
between distinct gauge-invariant contributions. For ex-
ample, it manifests the di↵erence between N = 4 SYM
and the N = 2 superconformal theory (SCQCD), with
Nf = 2Nc, as a combination of simple diagrams that are
manifestly UV finite. The diagrammatic separation will
allow us to have a clear partition of the integrated answer
into terms with distinct physical interpretation.

The integrand of Ref. [34] consists of 19 cubic dia-
grams. Of these only ten, shown in Fig. 1, give rise to
non-vanishing integrals. Using these ten diagrams (a–j)
the N = 2 SQCD amplitude is assembled, with an S4

permutation sum over external particle labels, as

iM
(2)
4 = e

2✏�
X

S4

X

i2{a,...,j}

Z
d2D`

(i⇡D/2)2
(Nf )|i|

Si

nici

Di
, (2)

where d2D` ⌘ dD`1dD`2 is the two-loop integration mea-
sure and |i| is the number of matter loops in the given
diagram. Diagrams are described by kinematic numera-
tor factors ni, color factors ci, symmetry factors Si, and
propagator denominators Di [34, 37].

Color-kinematics duality requires that the kinematic
numerators ni satisfy the same general Lie algebra re-
lations as the color factors ci [35]. Through these rela-
tions the numerators of diagrams (e–j) were completely
determined by the four planar diagrams (a–d). The in-
tegrand was constructed through an Ansatz constrained
to satisfy (D  6)-dimensional unitarity cuts. The upper

bound corresponds to the D = 6, N = (1, 0) SQCD the-
ory, which is the unique supersymmetric maximal uplift
of the four-dimensional N = 2 SQCD theory.
For later convenience we quote the relevant numerator

contributions to diagram (b) for di↵erent gluon helicities,
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where ij is proportional to the color-stripped tree ampli-
tude — for instance, in the purely gluonic case we have

12 = istM
(0)
(��++), and M

(0)
(��++) = �ih12i2[34]2/st.

The tr± are chirally projected Dirac traces taken strictly
over the four-dimensional parts of the momenta, and

µij = �`
[�2✏]
i · `

[�2✏]
j contain the extra-dimensional loop

momenta. Numerators of the other diagrams are of com-
parable simplicity, see Refs. [34, 37]. Note that four-gluon
amplitudes with helicity (±+++) exactly vanish in su-
persymmetric theories due to Ward identities, so we need
not consider them. Without loss of generality we focus on
gluon amplitudes with helicity configurations (��++)
and (�+�+); the general vector multiplet cases are ob-
tained from these by supersymmetric Ward identities.

In general, we note that any gluon amplitude in N = 2
SQCD can be decomposed into three independent blocks
that have di↵erent characteristics after integration,

M
(L)
n = M

(L)[N=4]
n +R

(L)
n + (CA �Nf )S

(L)
n . (4)

CA is the quadratic Casimir; for SU(Nc) we normalize it
as CA = 2Nc. The decomposition involves three terms:

M
(L)[N=4]
n is a gluon amplitude in N = 4 SYM, R(L)

n is a
remainder function that survives at the conformal point

Nf = 2Nc, and S
(L)
n is a term that contributes away from

the conformal point. By definition the first term will have
the same (uniform) weight property as N = 4 SYM, and
the first two terms will be free of UV divergences. The
two-loop integrand of Eq. (2) is particularly well suited
to this decomposition: only four diagrams (b,c,g,h) con-

tribute to R
(2)
4 , and six diagrams (b,c,e,g,h,j) contribute
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Figure 5: A complete list of non-vanishing graphs and graphs corresponding to master

numerators. The eight master graphs that we choose to work with are (1)–(5), (13), (19)

and (22). While tadpoles and external bubbles are dropped from the final amplitudes it is

useful to consider them at intermediate steps of the calculation.

In the MHV sector we provide two alternative solutions. The first of these

includes non-zero numerators corresponding to bubble-on-external-leg and tadpole

diagrams — diagrams (17)–(24) in fig. 5. All of these diagrams have propagators of

the form 1/p2 ⇠ 1/0 that are ill-defined in the on-shell limit (unless amputated away).

Their appearance in the solution follow from certain desirable but auxiliary relations

that we choose to impose on the color-dual numerators, making them easier to find

through an ansatz. As we shall see, contributions from these diagrams either vanish

upon integration or can be dropped because the physical unitarity cuts are insensitive

to them. However, as they potentially can give non-vanishing contributions to the

ultraviolet (UV) divergences in N = 2 SQCD, we also provide an alternative color-

dual solution in which such terms are manifestly absent. The two solutions may be

found in separate ancillary files.

To aid the discussion we generally represent numerators pictorially (as we have
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à N=2 Generic non-Jordan family 

N=2 SQCD  × 5D Feynman

2

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

FIG. 1: Ten cubic diagrams that describe the four-gluon two-loop amplitude of N = 2 SQCD. At the conformal point,
Nf = 2Nc, diagrams (d), (e), (i), and (j) manifestly cancel out from the integrand.
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where ij is proportional to the color-stripped tree ampli-
tude — for instance, in the purely gluonic case we have
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The tr± are chirally projected Dirac traces taken strictly
over the four-dimensional parts of the momenta, and
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momenta. Numerators of the other diagrams are of com-
parable simplicity, see Refs. [34, 37]. Note that four-gluon
amplitudes with helicity (±+++) exactly vanish in su-
persymmetric theories due to Ward identities, so we need
not consider them. Without loss of generality we focus on
gluon amplitudes with helicity configurations (��++)
and (�+�+); the general vector multiplet cases are ob-
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In general, we note that any gluon amplitude in N = 2
SQCD can be decomposed into three independent blocks
that have di↵erent characteristics after integration,
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CA is the quadratic Casimir; for SU(Nc) we normalize it
as CA = 2Nc. The decomposition involves three terms:
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4 , and six diagrams (b,c,e,g,h,j) contribute
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation: Complexity of gravity vs. YM

Discuss gravity: How do we characterize gravity? How do we compute? Why are
Feynman rules so complicated? How many terms are there? Can we do better?

Give 3pt vertex: the bad (100 terms) and the good (62) terms.

1.2. Invitation: 4pt example

Consider the four-gluon tree amplitude in Yang-Mills theory, we can write it as a sum
over three channels

AYM
4 =

nscs
s

+
ntct
t

+
nucu
u

, (1.1)

where the Mandelstam variables are defined as s = (p1 + p2)2, t = (p2 + p3)2, u = (p1 + p3)2,
and they obey s+ t+ u = 0. The s-channel color factor is

cs = fa1a2bf ba3a4 , (1.2)

and the s-channel kinematic numerator is

ns =
!

(!1 · !2)pµ1 + 2(!1 · p2)!µ2 ! (1 " 2)
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(!3 · !4)p3µ + 2(!3 · p4)!4µ ! (3 " 4)
"

+s
#

(!1 · !3)(!2 · !4)! (!1 · !4)(!2 · !3)
$

, (1.3)

where the momenta and polarization vectors satisfy on-shell conditions p2i = !i · pi = 0. The
other color factors and numerators are given by cyclic permutations of the particle labels
(1,2,3): ctnt = csns

%

%

1!2!3!1
and cunu = csns

%

%

1!3!2!1
. Note that the kinematic numerators

are here built out of the cubic Feynman rule on the first line of eq. (1.3) plus a contact term
on the second line that corresponds to the quartic gluon vertex. Thus the quartic vertex is
democratically absorbed into the three channels.

We can check that this expression is a physical amplitude by confirming that it is gauge
invariant. That is, replace the polarization vector !4 # p4 and the amplitude should vanish.
Upon doing this replacement for the s-channel numerator we get after some algebra the
non-zero result

ns
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%

%

!4!p4
= s
!

(!1 · !2)
&

(!3 · p2)! (!3 · p1)
'

+ cyclic(1, 2, 3)
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$ s"(!, p) , (1.4)
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consider linearized gauge transformation
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2 3

which is no surprise since individual diagrams should be gauge dependent. For the full
amplitude we get

nscs
s

+
ntct
t

+
nucu
u

!

!

!

!4!p4
= (cs + ct + cu)!(", p) , (1.5)

where !(", p) is the expression in eq. (1.4). Hence the amplitude is gauge invariant if the
following combination of color factors vanish

cs + ct + cu = fa1a2bf ba3a4 + fa2a3bf ba1a4 + fa3a1bf ba2a4 = 0 . (1.6)

This is the standard Jacobi identity, which indeed must be satisfied by the structure con-
stants in a gauge theory since they come from a Lie algebra.

So far there are no surprizes; however, consider the kinematic three-term expression that
is analogous to the Jacobi identity, it also vanishes

ns + nt + nu = 0 . (1.7)

It is important that the on-shell conditions are used to show this. The significance of this
identity cannot be overstated. We will refer to the existence of such kinematic identities
that are analogous to color identities as: color-kinematics duality. It turns out that they
constitute an ubiquitous, yet well-hidden, structure of gauge theories.

The fact that the kinematic factors satisfy the same relations as the color factors suggest
that they are mutually exchangeable. Indeed, we can swap color factors for kinematic factors
in the YM four-point amplitude, which gives a new amplitude of the form

AYM
4

!

!

!

ci!ni

! MGR
4 =

n2
s

s
+

n2
t

t
+

n2
u

u
. (1.8)

The new amplitude doubles up the kinematic numerators, and so we refer to it as a double
copy. The amplitude has the following properties: the external states are captured by
symmetric polarization tensors "µ" = "µ"" , the interactions are of the two-derivative type,
and the amplitude is invariant under linearized di!eomorphism transformations. Assuming
that the polarization vectors are null "2 = 0 (circular polarization), implying that "µ" is
traceless, this amplitude must describe the scattering of four gravitons in General Relativity.

The di!eomorphism invariance of the amplitude requires some elaboration. Consider a
linearized di!eomorphism of the asymptotic (weak) graviton field hµ" . The di!eomorphism
is parametrized by the function #µ and take the simple form

$hµ" = %µ#" + %"#µ . (1.9)

Translating this to momentum space implies that a di!eomorphism invariant amplitude
should vanish upon replacing a polarization tensor as: "µ" " pµ"" + p""µ. Applying this to
leg 4 of the amplitude, we get

n2
s

s
+

n2
t

t
+

n2
u

u

!

!

!

!µ!4 !pµ4 !
!
4+p!4!

µ
4

= 2(ns + nt + nu)!(", p) = 0 , (1.10)
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Color and kinematics are dual…

spin-2 scattering

which is no surprise since individual diagrams should be gauge dependent. For the full
amplitude we get

nscs
s

+
ntct
t

+
nucu
u

!

!

!

!4!p4
= (cs + ct + cu)!(", p) , (1.5)

where !(", p) is the expression in eq. (1.4). Hence the amplitude is gauge invariant if the
following combination of color factors vanish

cs + ct + cu = fa1a2bf ba3a4 + fa2a3bf ba1a4 + fa3a1bf ba2a4 = 0 . (1.6)

This is the standard Jacobi identity, which indeed must be satisfied by the structure con-
stants in a gauge theory since they come from a Lie algebra.

So far there are no surprizes; however, consider the kinematic three-term expression that
is analogous to the Jacobi identity, it also vanishes

ns + nt + nu = 0 . (1.7)

It is important that the on-shell conditions are used to show this. The significance of this
identity cannot be overstated. We will refer to the existence of such kinematic identities
that are analogous to color identities as: color-kinematics duality. It turns out that they
constitute an ubiquitous, yet well-hidden, structure of gauge theories.

The fact that the kinematic factors satisfy the same relations as the color factors suggest
that they are mutually exchangeable. Indeed, we can swap color factors for kinematic factors
in the YM four-point amplitude, which gives a new amplitude of the form

AYM
4

!

!

!

ci!ni

! MGR
4 =

n2
s

s
+

n2
t

t
+

n2
u

u
. (1.8)

The new amplitude doubles up the kinematic numerators, and so we refer to it as a double
copy. The amplitude has the following properties: the external states are captured by
symmetric polarization tensors "µ" = "µ"" , the interactions are of the two-derivative type,
and the amplitude is invariant under linearized di!eomorphism transformations. Assuming
that the polarization vectors are null "2 = 0 (circular polarization), implying that "µ" is
traceless, this amplitude must describe the scattering of four gravitons in General Relativity.

The di!eomorphism invariance of the amplitude requires some elaboration. Consider a
linearized di!eomorphism of the asymptotic (weak) graviton field hµ" . The di!eomorphism
is parametrized by the function #µ and take the simple form

$hµ" = %µ#" + %"#µ . (1.9)

Translating this to momentum space implies that a di!eomorphism invariant amplitude
should vanish upon replacing a polarization tensor as: "µ" " pµ"" + p""µ. Applying this to
leg 4 of the amplitude, we get
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t
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n2
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u
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!
4+p!4!

µ
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= 2(ns + nt + nu)!(", p) = 0 , (1.10)
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What is the Kinematic Algebra ?

Monteiro, O’Connell (’11)Self dual YM in light-cone gauge:  

Lie Algebra:

YM vertex

Introduce generators of area-preserving diffeomorphisms:

-- YM numerators obey Jacobi Id. à kinematic algebra should exist ?
-- Algebra may dramatically simplify GR calculations!
What is known?

simply be obtained by truncating the standard YM Feynman rules. First the quartic
contact interactions are thrown away, and then only the cubic vertex corresponding to

helicity (+ +!) is kept. To isolate this helicity configuration, it is convenient to work
with non-covariant objects.

It is well known that the self-dual spectrum of YM consists of only the plus helicity

A+ field, which can be expressed in terms of a scalar field A+ = !u!. The non-abelian
scalar ! = !aT a obeys the field equation

!! = !ig[!w!, !u!] , (2.7)

where u and w are mutually-orthogonal null directions: u2 = w2 = u ·w = 0. Tree-level
Feynman diagrams can be generated by recursively solving the field equation (proper

external states are obtained by the inverse field map ! = 1
!u
A+). In practice, for gener-

ating Feynman diagrams, the only non-trivial information in eq. (2.7) is the kinematic

dependence of the non-linear interaction term. After transforming to momentum space,
it is captured by the function2

X(p1, p2) = p1wp2u ! p2wp1u . (2.8)

Tree-level Feynman diagram numerators are now simply given by cubic diagrams where
each vertex represents the scattering process !1!2 " !3 or equivalently in terms of

the gluons A+
1 A

+
2 " A+

3 , and thus the vertex is correspondingly dressed by a X(p1, p2)
factor.

Alternatively, the kinematic numerator can be generated by a kinematic Lie alge-
bra, whose generators are labeled by momenta [71]

Lp = e!ip·x(pu!w ! pw!u) (2.9)

and the commutator [A,B] = AB !BA can now be computed

[Lp1 , Lp2] = iX(p1, p2)Lp1+p2 (2.10)

From the algebra we see that X(p1, p2) are the kinematic structure constants of self-
dual YM. The numerator can now be computed to any multiplicity by using nested

commutators. For example, the four-point s-channel numerator is given by

Ns = [[Lp1 , Lp2], Lp3 ] = !X(p1, p2)X(p1 + p2, p3)Lp1+p2+p3 (2.11)

2As pointed out in ref. [71], this can be thought of as a convenient o!-shell generalization of the
inner product of on-shell Weyl spinors X(p1, p2) # [1 2] = !̄!

p1
!̄"
p2
"!" .
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Amplitudes in self-dual YM ?

Numerators exist, but
tree amplitudes vanish:
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Figure 1. An all-plus diagram.

3 Manifestly dual integrands at one loop

Now we will use the self-dual sector as a tool for understanding one-loop rational amplitudes in pure
Yang-Mills theory. Let us start by describing the connection between the one-loop all-plus amplitudes
and self-dual gauge theory. We will then show that the one-loop one-minus amplitudes are also related
to self-dual gauge theory, in a manner analogous to MHV amplitudes at tree-level. We will also argue
that the double copy relation to amplitudes in the so-called N = 0 supergravity is natural in these
sectors.

3.1 Self-dual gauge theory and one-loop all-plus amplitudes

It is well known that the all-plus one-loop amplitudes A
(1)(1+, 2+, · · · , n+) in Yang-Mills theory are

computed by self-dual Yang-Mills theory [15, 16]. It is instructive to see why this is. Recall the
Yang-Mills Lagrangian in light-cone gauge presented in Eq. (2.6). There are three kinds of vertex: the
(+ + �) and (+ � �) three-point vertices, and the (+ + ��) four-point vertex. Now let us consider a
one-loop all-plus diagram, as shown in Figure 1. We will show that such a one-loop amplitude contains
only the (+ + �) vertex, which is also the only vertex in the self-dual sector of the theory. To that
end, let us suppose there are n external gluons. Consider any Feynman diagram contributing to the
loop amplitude, which contains n+ vertices with helicities (++�), n� vertices with helicities (+��)
and n4 vertices with helicities (+ + ��). Let there be I internal lines. As usual, the number of loops
L is related to the number of vertices and internal lines by

L = I � (n+ + n� + n4) + 1. (3.1)

For our application, we are interested in the case L = 1, so that the number of internal lines is simply
the total number of vertices:

I = n+ + n� + n4. (3.2)

Next, we count the number of plus and minus signs on the vertices. These lines must either be external
lines, or must join to propagators. Therefore, we find

n + I = 2n+ + n� + 2n4, (3.3)

I = n+ + 2n� + 2n4, (3.4)

for plus and minus signs, respectively. From these equations it follows easily that

n� + n4 = 0, (3.5)
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=   rational fn.Only 1-loop all-plus-heliciy
amplitudes non-vanishing:3. Previously obtained amplitudes.

The simplest one-loop QCD n-gluon helicity amplitude is the one with all identical helicities [2,3],

Agluon
n;1 (1+, 2+, . . . , n+) = !

i

48!2

!

1!i1<i2<i3<i4!n

tr"[i1i2i3i4]

"1 2# "2 3# · · · "n 1#
+O(") , (3)

where tr"[i1i2i3i4] $ 1
2 tr[(1!#5)/ki1/ki2/ki3/ki4 ] and the label ‘gluon’ denotes a gluon circulating in the

loop. As indicated by the ‘+’ superscripts on the gluon labels, we have chosen the all-plus helicity

configuration; the all-minus helicity configuration is related by parity. This amplitude contains

no poles in the dimensional regularization parameter " = (4 ! D)/2; it is both ultraviolet and

infrared finite. In a supersymmetric theory identical helicity amplitudes vanish by a supersymmetry

identity [28]. This implies that the contribution of a massless adjoint representation Weyl fermion

or complex scalar circulating in the loop is the same up to a statistics factor [29,2],

Ascalar
n;1 (1+, 2+, . . . , n+) = !Afermion

n;1 (1+, 2+, . . . , n+) = Agluon
n;1 (1+, 2+, . . . , n+) , (4)

where the labels ‘scalar’ and ‘fermion’ again refer to the particle circulating in the loop.

The next simplest amplitude is the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills MHV amplitude [4],

AN=4
n;1 (1+, 2+, . . . , i", . . . , j", . . . n+)

=
i

(4!)2"!

"i j#4

"1 2# "2 3# · · · "n 1#
!

1!i1<i2!n

1

4
tr[/ki1 /Pi1+1,i2"1/ki2 /Pi2+1,i1"1] I

D=4"2!
4:i1,i2

+O(") ,
(5)

where Pi,j =
"j

m=i km and only legs i and j carry negative helicity. (For notational convenience

we take the labels on the legs mod n.) The box integral functions ID=4"2!
4:i1,i2

are depicted in fig. 1;

i1, i2 on the integral function label the two diagonally opposite massless legs. The formal definition

for the m-point integral functions is

IDm $ i(!1)m+1(4!)D/2

#

dD$

(2!)D
1

$2($!K1)2 . . . ($!
"m"1

i=1 Ki)2
, (6)

where the Ki are the external momenta for the integral, which are in general sums of adjacent

external massless momenta ki for the amplitude, as indicated in fig. 1. The explicit forms of

the box integral functions appearing in eq. (5), evaluated to O("0) in terms of logarithms and

dilogarithms, may be found in the appendices of refs. [30,4].

Figure 1. The scalar box integrals appearing in the N = 4 MHV amplitudes.
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(To obtain the form of h(a, {1, 2, 3}, b) in eq. (11) from eq. (10) requires the Schouten identity,

!a b" !c d" = !a c" !b d" + !a d" !c b".) The symmetry properties of h are manifest for all n in an

alternative, recursive definition [27].

The relation between h and Mtree
n is

h(n, {n # 1, n # 2, . . . , 2}, 1)
!n 1"2

!

!

!

!

!

k1+k2+···+kn=0

= (#1)n
Mtree

n (1!, 2!, 3+, . . . , n+)

i (!/2)n!2 !1 2"8
. (12)

In this form, momentum conservation only has to be used in one factor in Mtree
n , in order to convert

it into h. Unlike Mtree
n , the quantity h(a,M, b) is defined and has simple analytic properties even

o!-shell, i.e. without imposing ka +KM + kb = 0. Here KM is the sum of the massless momenta in

the set M , Kµ
M $

"

i"M kµi .

We refer to h as a ‘half-soft’ function, because it satisfies

h(a,M, b)
km#0#% #Sm(a,M, b) & h(a,M #m, b), for m ' M, (13)

where the half-soft factor

Sm(a,M, b) $
#1

!am" !mb"
#

j"M

!a j" !j b"
[j m]

!j m"
(14)

is analogous to the full soft factor (8), but its sum is restricted to the set M . Equation (13) is easiest

to check from the definition (10) in the limit k1 % 0; the sum over (n # 1)! permutations breaks

up into n # 1 sums of (n # 2)! terms, each of which gives h(a, {2, 3, . . . , n}, b) times a term in the

half-soft factor.

The half-soft functions also solve a recursion relation [27],

h(a, P, b) = #
1

K2
P

#

M!N="
M#N=P

h(a,M, b)h(a,N, b)!a! | /KM /KN |a+"!b!| /KM /KN |b+" , (15)

where the sum is over ‘distinct nontrivial partitions’ of P into two subsets: M and N must both

be non-empty, and (N,M) is not distinct from (M,N). When b = a, this recursion relation arises

from considering, at tree level, o!-shell currents for producing a set P of identical-helicity gravitons

with momenta ki and polarization tensors "+ which are in a light-cone gauge with respect to ka:

"µ!+ = !a!|#µ|i!"!a!|#! |i!"/(2 !a i"2). Notice that the e!ective vertex !a!| /KM /KN |a+"2 coincides

with that given by the CS self-dual gravity Lagrangian (3), (KM )"+̇(KM )#+̇(KN )"+̇(KN )#+̇, when

the fields $ carry momentum KM and KN , and the light-cone direction ‘+̇’ corresponds to the null-

vector ka. A recursive construction of the tree-level identical-helicity o!-shell gravitational current

has been given by Rosly and Selivanov [30].

By combining products of two half-soft factors which share only their outside arguments, we can

construct a one-loop ansatz which has simple soft properties. The ansatz is

M1-loop
n (1+, 2+, . . . , n+) = #

i

(4%)2 · 960

$#!

2

%n
#

1$a<b$n
M,N

h(a,M, b)h(b,N, a) tr3[aM bN ] , (16)
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Self-dual gravity:

simply be obtained by truncating the standard YM Feynman rules. First the quartic
contact interactions are thrown away, and then only the cubic vertex corresponding to

helicity (+ +!) is kept. To isolate this helicity configuration, it is convenient to work
with non-covariant objects.

It is well known that the self-dual spectrum of YM consists of only the plus helicity

A+ field, which can be expressed in terms of a scalar field A+ = !u!. The non-abelian
scalar ! = !aT a obeys the field equation

!! = !ig[!w!, !u!] , (2.7)

where u and w are mutually-orthogonal null directions: u2 = w2 = u ·w = 0. Tree-level
Feynman diagrams can be generated by recursively solving the field equation (proper

external states are obtained by the inverse field map ! = 1
!u
A+). In practice, for gener-

ating Feynman diagrams, the only non-trivial information in eq. (2.7) is the kinematic

dependence of the non-linear interaction term. After transforming to momentum space,
it is captured by the function2

X(p1, p2) = p1wp2u ! p2wp1u . (2.8)

Tree-level Feynman diagram numerators are now simply given by cubic diagrams where
each vertex represents the scattering process !1!2 " !3 or equivalently in terms of

the gluons A+
1 A

+
2 " A+

3 , and thus the vertex is correspondingly dressed by a X(p1, p2)
factor.

Alternatively, the kinematic numerator can be generated by a kinematic Lie alge-
bra, whose generators are labeled by momenta [71]

Lp = e!ip·x(pu!w ! pw!u) (2.9)

and the commutator [A,B] = AB !BA can now be computed

[Lp1 , Lp2] = iX(p1, p2)Lp1+p2 (2.10)

From the algebra we see that X(p1, p2) are the kinematic structure constants of self-
dual YM. The numerator can now be computed to any multiplicity by using nested

commutators. For example, the four-point s-channel numerator is given by

Ns = [[Lp1 , Lp2], Lp3 ] = !X(p1, p2)X(p1 + p2, p3)Lp1+p2+p3 (2.11)

2As pointed out in ref. [71], this can be thought of as a convenient o!-shell generalization of the
inner product of on-shell Weyl spinors X(p1, p2) # [1 2] = !̄!

p1
!̄"
p2
"!" .
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Kinematic algebra encoded in Lagrangian

also see Tolotti & Weinzierl

Attempt to construct Lagrangian that manifests color-kinematics duality

Bern, Dennen, Huang, Kiermaier (‘10):

A. General strategy of the construction

A Yang-Mills Lagrangian with manifest BCJ duality can only di!er from the conven-
tional Yang-Mills Lagrangian by terms that do not a!ect the amplitudes. The amplitudes
are una!ected, for example, by adding total derivative terms or by carrying out field re-
definitions. In fact, the MHV Lagrangian [32] for the CSW [33] expansion is an example
where identities or structures of tree-level amplitudes can be derived through a field redefi-
nition of the original Lagrangian. Such a construction has the additional complication that
a Jacobian can appear at loop level. Surprisingly, we find that not only does a Lagrangian
with manifest BCJ duality exist, it di!ers from the conventional Lagrangian by terms whose
sum is identically zero by the color Jacobi identity! Although the sum over added terms
vanishes, they cause the necessary rearrangements so that the BCJ duality holds. Another
curious property is that the additional terms are necessarily non-local, at least if we want a
covariant Lagrangian without auxiliary fields.

For example, consider five-gluon tree amplitudes. To obtain diagrams that satisfy the
BCJ duality one is required to add terms to the Lagrangian of the form

L!
5 ! Tr [A! , A"]

1

!

!
[[!µA! , A"], A

µ] + [[A", A
µ], !µA! ] + [[Aµ, !µA! ], A"]

"
, (V.1)

along with other contractions. If we expand the commutators, the added terms immediately
vanish by the color Jacobi identity. If, however, the commutators are re-expressed in terms
of group-theory structure constants, they generate terms that get distributed across di!erent
diagrams and color factors. We find similar results up to six points, suggesting that it is a
general feature for any number of points.

Since the BCJ duality relates the structure of kinematic numerators and color factors of
diagrams with only three-point vertices, the desired Lagrangian should contain only three-
point interactions. To achieve this we introduce auxiliary fields. The auxiliary fields not only
reduce the interactions down to only three points, they also convert the newly introduced
non-local terms into local interactions. This procedure introduces a large set of auxiliary
fields into the Lagrangian. This is not surprising since we want a double copy of this
Lagrangian to describe gravity. The ordinary gravity Lagrangian contains an infinite set of
contact terms; if we were to write it in terms of three-point interactions we would need to
introduce a new set of auxiliary fields for each new contact term in the expansion. Since in
our approach the gravity Lagrangian is simply the square of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian, it
is natural to expect that the desired Lagrangian contains a large (perhaps infinite) number
of auxiliary fields. We now begin our construction of a Yang-Mills Lagrangian with manifest
BCJ duality.
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add non-local operators 

gives 5pts BCJ numerators, but there exist an ambiguity

B. The Yang-Mills Lagrangian through five points

We write the Yang-Mills Lagrangian as

LYM = L+ L!
5 + L!

6 + . . . (V.2)

where L is the conventional Yang-Mills Lagrangian and L!
n, n > 4 are the additional terms

required to satisfy the BCJ duality. At four points, the BCJ duality is trivially satisfied
in any gauge [5], so L by itself will generate diagrams whose numerators satisfy eq. (II.5).
For simplicity we choose Feynman gauge for L,7 though similar conclusions hold for other
gauges. All contact terms are uniquely assigned to the three-vertex diagram carrying the
corresponding color factor. The L!

n are required to leave scattering amplitudes invariant,
and they must rearrange the numerators of diagrams in a way so that the BCJ duality
is satisfied. It turns out that the set of terms with the desired properties is not unique.
Indeed, “self-BCJ” terms that satisfy the BCJ duality by themselves can also be added.
This ambiguity is related to the residual “gauge invariance” that remains after solving the
duality identities [5, 8].

By imposing the constraint that the generated five-point diagrams satisfy the BCJ dual-
ity (II.5), we find the following Lagrangian:

L = 1
2A

a
µ!Aaµ ! gfa1a2a3!µA

a1
! Aa2µAa3! ! 1

4g
2fa1a2bf ba3a4Aa1

µ Aa2
! Aa3µAa4!

L!
5 = !1

2g
3fa1a2bf ba3cf ca4a5

"
!
![µA

a1
!]A

a2
" Aa3µ + ![µA

a2
!]A

a3
" Aa1µ + ![µA

a3
!]A

a1
" Aa2µ

" 1

!
(Aa4!Aa5") . (V.3)

The numerators ni are derived from this action by first computing the contribution from
the three-point vertices, which gives a set of three-vertex diagrams with unique numerators.
Then the contributions from the four- and five-point interaction terms are assigned to the
various diagrams with only three-point vertices according to their color factors. Since these
terms will contain fewer propagators than those obtained by using only three-point vertices,
their contributions to the numerators contain inverse propagators. Finally, we combine all
diagrams with the same color factor, however they arose in the procedure above, into a single
diagram. Its kinematic coe!cient is the desired numerator that satisfies the BCJ duality. In
this light, the purpose of L!

5 is to restore the BCJ duality (II.5) violated by the interaction
terms of L.

Although L!
5 is not explicitly local, as we mentioned, we can make it local by the in-

troduction of auxiliary fields. It turns out that without auxiliary fields there is no solution
for a local Lagrangian in any covariant gauge that generates numerators satisfying the BCJ
duality. The non-locality explains the di!culty of stumbling onto this Lagrangian without
knowing its desired property ahead of time.

7 We are considering only tree level at this point. Therefore we ignore ghost terms.
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As previously mentioned, L!
5 is identically zero by the color Jacobi identity. To see this

we can relabel color indices to obtain

L!
5 = !1

2g
3(fa1a2bf ba3c + fa2a3bf ba1c + fa3a1bf ba2c)f ca4a5

" ![µA
a1
!]A

a2
" Aa3µ

1

!
(Aa4!Aa5") . (V.4)

As apparent in (V.4), the canceling terms have di!erent color factors and thus appear in
di!erent channels. For the individual diagrams these terms are non-vanishing. Furthermore,
they alter the numerators of the individual diagrams such that the BCJ duality (II.5) is
satisfied.

It is interesting to note that there is one other term that can be added to Yang-Mills at
five points which preserves the relation (II.5):

D5 =
"#
2 g3fa1a2bf ba3cf ca4a5

"
!
!(µA

a1
!)A

a2
" Aa3µ + !(µA

a2
!)A

a3
" Aa1µ + !(µA

a3
!)A

a1
" Aa2µ

" 1

!
(Aa4!Aa5") , (V.5)

where " is an arbitrary parameter. D5 also vanishes identically by the color Jacobi iden-
tity. Since D5 does not serve to correct lower-point contributions to make the BCJ duality
relations hold through five points, we do not need to include it. It does however show that
there are families of Lagrangians with the desired properties.

C. Towards gravity

Now that we have a Lagrangian that gives the desired numerators ni for gauge the-
ory (II.10), we use it to construct the tree-level gravity Lagrangian by demanding that it
gives diagrams whose numerators are a double copy of the gauge-theory numerators, as in
eq. (II.11). However, as explained above, we need to first bring the Yang-Mills Lagrangian
into a cubic form to achieve this. We can do so by introducing an auxiliary field Ba

µ! :

LYM = 1
2A

aµ
!Aa

µ +Baµ!Ba
µ! ! gfabc(!µA

a
! +Ba

µ!)A
bµAc! . (V.6)

This is equivalent to the ordinary Yang-Mills Lagrangian as we can immediately verify by
integrating out Ba

µ! , i.e. by substituting the equation of motion of Ba
µ! ,

Ba
µ! =

g

2
fabc(Ab

µA
c
!) . (V.7)

Since the BCJ duality is trivially satisfied through four points, naively one would take the
square of this action to obtain a tree-level action for gravity valid through four points.
However, since the squaring is with respect to the numerators ni and not numerator over
propagator, ni/s$, we need the auxiliary fields to generate the numerators with the inverse
propagators directly, instead of multiplying and dividing by inverse propagators afterwards.
This implies that the auxiliary fields must become dynamical (to generate the required
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at 6pts the ambiguity contains 30 free parameters! propagator) and that their interactions must contain additional derivatives to produce the
inverse propagator necessary to cancel the propagator. At four points this leads to the
Lagrangian:

LYM = 1
2A

aµ
!Aa

µ ! Baµ!"
!Ba

µ!" ! gfabc(!µA
a
! + !"Ba

"µ!)A
bµAc! , (V.8)

where the equation of motion for the auxiliary field Ba
µ!" becomes

!Ba
µ!" =

g

2
fabc!µ(A

b
!A

c
") . (V.9)

We are now ready to construct a gravity action that gives the correct four-point amplitude.
We begin in momentum space, where the identification

Aµ(k)Ã!(k) " hµ!(k) (V.10)

can be trivially implemented. We first demonstrate how the gravity action can be derived
from the four-point Yang-Mills Lagrangian. We write the Yang-Mills Lagrangian in momen-
tum space. Since gravity does not have any color indices, we encode the information of the
structure constants in the anti-symmetrization and cyclicity of the interaction terms. We
drop the coupling constant for now; it can easily be restored in the final gravity action. We
arrive at

SYM # 1

2

!
d4k1d

4k2 "
4(k1 + k2)k

2
2

"
Aµ(k1)Aµ(k2)! 2Bµ!"(k1)Bµ!"(k2)

#
,

+

!
d4k1d

4k2d
4k3 "

4(k1 + k2 + k3) (V.11)

$ P6

$%
k1µA!(k1) + k"

1B"µ!(k1)
&
Aµ(k2)A

!(k3)
'
,

where P6 indicates a sum over all permutations of {k1, k2, k3} with the anti-symmetrization
signs included. From here, we can read o! a gravity action valid through four points:

Sgrav = Skin + Sint , (V.12)

with

Skin # 1

4

!
d4k1d

4k2"
4(k1 + k2)k

2
2

$
"
Aµ(k1)Aµ(k2)! 2Bµ!"(k1)Bµ!"(k2)

#

$
"
Ã#(k1)Ã#(k2)! 2B̃#$%(k1)B̃#$%(k2)

#
,

Sint #
!

d4k1d
4k2d

4k3"
4(k1 + k2 + k3)

$ P6

$%
k1µA!(k1) + k"

1B"µ!(k1)
&
Aµ(k2)A

!(k3)
'

$ P6

$%
k1%Ã#(k1) + k$

1B̃$%#(k1)
&
Ã%(k2)Ã

#(k3)
'
. (V.13)
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As previously mentioned, L!
5 is identically zero by the color Jacobi identity. To see this

we can relabel color indices to obtain

L!
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2g
3(fa1a2bf ba3c + fa2a3bf ba1c + fa3a1bf ba2c)f ca4a5

" ![µA
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!]A

a2
" Aa3µ

1

!
(Aa4!Aa5") . (V.4)
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!
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!)A
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" Aa3µ + !(µA

a2
!)A
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!)A
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!
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Since the BCJ duality is trivially satisfied through four points, naively one would take the
square of this action to obtain a tree-level action for gravity valid through four points.
However, since the squaring is with respect to the numerators ni and not numerator over
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Introduce auxiliary fields to make Lagr. manifestly cubic: 

@4pts: one aux. field  
@5pts: five aux. fields



Cheung-Shen Lagrangian

It obeys the Jacobi relation after summing over the s, t, u-channels

0 = Ns +Nt +Nu = [[Lp1 , Lp2], Lp3 ] + cyclic(1, 2, 3)

= !
!

X(p1, p2)X(p1 + p2, p3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3)
"

Lp1+p2+p3 (2.12)

So far, the numerators still contains a generator corresponding to the fourth external
leg; to remove it, we can introduce a formal trace

ns = Tr(Ns Lp4) = X(p1, p2)X(p1 + p2, p3)!
4(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4) , (2.13)

where the trace is normalized to Tr(Lp Lp!) = !4(p+ p!). Note that we include a delta
function to make the dependence on p4 manifest, but for the remaining part of this
paper we drop such delta functions and consider the numerators only a function of the

first (n! 1) momenta of an n-point amplitude.

The corresponding color factors can, of course, be generated by the same procedure
from the gauge group Lie algebra, with generators T a and defining commutation relation

[T a, T b] = ifabcT c. For example the four-point s-channel color factor is given by

Cs = [[T a1 , T a2 ], T a3 ] = !fa1a2bf ba3cT c (2.14)

We obtain the proper color factor after removing the last generator by tracing it

against the external generator, cs = Tr(Cs T a4) = fa1a2bf ba3a4 , using the normaliza-
tion Tr(T aT b) = !ab.

Finally, we note that Monteiro and O’Connell generalized their construction by

considering a kinematic algebra induced by the CHY framework [72]. While this in
principle gives a construction for non-local BCJ numerators in terms of the solutions
to the scattering equations, from the perspective of the current paper we are mainly

interested in local numerators where the algebraic properties are manifest. This brings
us to the Cheung-Shen construction.

2.3 The Cheung-Shen construction

In ref [16] Cheung and Shen introduced a cubic action that given appropriate external

wave functions computed pion scattering amplitudes, equivalent to those of a SU(N)
non-linear-sigma model. Moreover, the Feynman diagrams obtained computed from

their action manifest the duality between color and kinematics. We can write the
Lagrangian in the following form

LCS = Zaµ!Xa
µ +

1

2
Y a!Y a ! gfabcZaµ

#

Zb!Xc
µ! + Y b"µY

c
$

, (2.15)
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where Zaµ and Xµa are complex vector fields transforming in the adjoint, and Y a is an
adjoint scalar. The tensor field is defined as Xa

µ! = !µXa
! !!!Xa

µ , and pions correspond

to having either Y a or !µZaµ as external fields.
In this paper, we are not concerned with pion amplitudes, instead we are inter-

ested in tree-level Yang-Mills amplitudes. To that end we note that the Cheung-Shen
Lagrangian can be used to compute certain terms in a Yang-Mills amplitude. In par-
ticular, we note that it correctly reproduces MHV amplitudes with two adjoint scalars

and (n! 2) gluons

A(Y1, g
+
2 , . . . , g

+
x!1, g

!
x , g

+
x+1, . . . , g

+
n!1, Yn) (2.16)

where Yi are scalars and g±i " Z±
i denote gluons, and the polarization vectors of the

gluons needs to be “gauge fixed” as

"+µ
i (pi, px) =

#i|#µ|x]$
2 [i x]

, "!µ
x (px, q) =

#q|#µ|x]$
2 #q x%

, (2.17)

where for the MHV configuration only gluon x has negative helicity, and the reference

null momenta q is arbitrary. With this choice any product ("i·"j) will vanish, and one
can check that the Lagrangian (2.15) gives all the correct terms of type ("i·pj) in a
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Furthermore, we can formally think of the two scalars as having their origin as
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are turned into cubic interactions with the help of some auxiliary field1 the duality is
not inherited from the Feynman rules beyond four points. Since individual Feynman di-

agrams are not gauge invariant this observation is not in contradiction with the duality.
Indeed, the cubic-graph decomposition (2.1) is not unique because of the Jacobi-identity
constraints satisfied by the color factors. This implies that the numerators possess a

shift freedom that we refer to as generalized gauge freedom,

ni ! ni +!i , where

(2n!5)!!
!

i=1

!ici
Di

= 0 . (2.4)

This includes the usual gauge transformations that leaves the amplitude invariant

!µ(p) ! !µ(p) + pµ, and generalizes it by allowing for any functions !i that leaves
the amplitude invariant. The color-kinematics duality imply that starting from some

generic cubic-graph representation of the amplitude, one can find some generalized
gauge transformation that gives kinematic numerators that obey the duality.

At tree level it is convenient work with a basis of BCJ numerators. By going to

the color-kinematics-dual version of a Del-Duca-Dixon-Maltoni (DDM) [78, 79] multi-
peripheral basis, all numerators can be expressed using (n " 2)! permutations of the

following graph,

n(") # n
"

"1, "2, "3, . . . , "n!1, "n

#

# n

$

!n!1

!n!1· · ·!3!2

%

, (2.5)

and typically we fix "1 = 1 and "n = n, which gives the basis with (n " 2)! elements.

And the color-ordered tree amplitude is then a sum over these (n" 2)! numerators,

Atree
n (#1, #2, . . . , #n) =

!

!"Sn!2

m(#|")n(") (2.6)

where m(#|") is called the propagator matrix [80]. It is the same matrix as describes
doubly color-ordered amplitudes in the bi-adjoint $3 theory [81–85]. This matrix is

related (by a pseudoinverse) to the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) matrix [20, 48, 49].

2.2 The Monteiro-O’Connell construction

The kinematic algebra underlying the color-kinematics duality was first systematically

studied by Monteiro and O’Connell in ref. [71]. They concluded that the self-dual Yang-
Mills sector (which only gives non-zero amplitudes for the all-plus-helicity sector at one

loop [86]) automatically obeys a kinematic algebra. Interactions in this sector can be

1Cubic interactions are obtained by the replacement Tr([Aµ, A! ]2) ! " 1
2 (B

µ!)2+Tr([Aµ, A! ]Bµ!).
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Figure 1: Fusion product in the canonical ordering. The algebra simplifies by de-
manding that !̂1 correspond to a scalar, since the internal currents must carry this

polarization.
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where the f ’s are coe!cients that are similar to kinematic structure constants; although

the fusion product is not necessarily antisymmetric. Assuming that the f coe!cients
are local polynomials in momenta and polarizations vectors gives the bound k ! m+2.
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Figure 1: Fusion product in the canonical ordering. The algebra simplifies by de-
manding that !̂1 correspond to a scalar, since the internal currents must carry this

polarization.

where as before "1 = 1 and "n = n. We will interpret this product by evaluating it

from left to right. By construction the set of numerators are related by permutations
in the legs 2 to n!1. We will refer to such numerators as “crossing symmetric”, even

if leg 1 and n are always fixed and thus special.

Eq. (3.8) indicates that a fusion product is relevant to our construction only when
its second input is a vector current J!i. For a generic tensor current fused with a vector

current, the fusion product is written as

J (w)
a1!···!am

(p) # J!i(pi) =
m+2
!

k=1

!

a
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1
,...,a"k
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f
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where the f ’s are coe!cients that are similar to kinematic structure constants; although

the fusion product is not necessarily antisymmetric. Assuming that the f coe!cients
are local polynomials in momenta and polarizations vectors gives the bound k ! m+2.

We note that we may think of the currents J as being generators of the kinematic
algebra, but we will not elaborate on that interpretation in this paper.

In eq. (3.8), N(") is expressed in terms of vector and tensor currents. The tensor

currents of the form J···!p(p) vanish when replaced by v̄ · · · /pu because of the on-shell
condition /pu = 0. Using eq. (3.7), we can bring the other tensor currents into an irre-
ducible tensor current basis b, defined as the maximal set of tensor currents that cannot

be linearly combined into vector currents or zero. This process generates additional
vector currents. A natural choice of b involves the tensor currents whose labels are in
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Stratify kinematic algebra by MHV sectors

external states, which are summed over. Since the Cheung-Shen numerator obeys
the kinematic Jacobi identity to any multiplicity, and these relations are linear in the

numerators, it follows that the above superposition of numerators also obeys the same
relations. Hence, we have, through the kinematic algebra defined by the Cheung-Shen
Lagrangian, obtained local color-kinematics-satisfying pure-YM numerators that can

be used to compute MHV amplitudes.

2.4 Considerations for going beyond MHV

In order to compute numerators that can be used to obtain NMHV amplitudes, further

generalizations of the kinematic algebra are needed. In particular, in the Cheung-Shen
numerators we are missing terms with more powers of (!i·!j). For future convenience,
we classify individual terms in the numerators by the number of (!i·!j) factors, which
we call the polarization power. It is useful to keep in mind that at tree level, the number
of sij factors is precisely one less than the polarization power.

We can work out a correspondence between four-dimensional helicity sectors and
the terms of di!erent polarization powers. Specifically, for a fixed helicity configuration,

we choose the plus helicity polarization vectors to have the same reference momenta q+,
and the negative helicity ones have q!. We further require q! be one of the momenta of
the plus helicity legs and q+ be one of the momenta of the minus helicity ones. Then the

only nonzero products between polarization vectors are (!+i ·!!j ), where i and j cannot
be the special legs with momenta q±. Hence for an NkMHV amplitude that has (k+2)

negative helicity gluons, the maximum number of nonzero factors (!+i ·!!j ) is precisely
the polarization power (k + 1). Therefore, if we have the following numerator terms

under control:

polarization power one: (!i·!j)
!

(!k·pl) !" MHV

polarization power two: (!i1 ·!j1)(!i2 ·!j2)(pi3 ·pj3)
!

(!k·pl) !" NMHV
,

we can compute numerators that give correct MHV and NMHV amplitudes.
In this paper we will focus on constructing the kinematic algebra that generates

the numerator contributions for the terms of type

(!̂1·!̂n)
!

(!k·pl) and (!̂1·!̂n)(!i·!j)(pm·pr)
!

(!k·pl) . (2.20)

We call this the bi-scalar NMHV sector of Yang-Mills theory. The gluon polarizations

!̂1, !̂n corresponds to scalar modes that live in a higher-dimensional (internal) space
which is orthogonal to spacetime, meaning that !̂i·!j = !̂i·pj = 0. This restricts the
numerators (and the amplitude) to terms proportional to !̂1·!̂n. We can in principle

recover the numerators for pure-gluon amplitudes by a similar procedure as in eq. (2.19),
see ref. [77].
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Kinematic algebra beyond MHV sector

Consider BCJ numerator in massless QCD

Chen, HJ, Teng, Wang

3 Abstract tensor currents and algebraic construction

In this section, we propose a novel framework for exploring the kinematic algebra behind
the tree-level BCJ numerators in D-dimensional Yang-Mills theory.

We begin with the observation that the BCJ numerators of massless quark-gluon

amplitudes can be related to those of pure gluon amplitudes by taking (some of) the
quarks to be soft. As an inviting example, we consider the tree-level scattering of

three gluons with a quark-antiquark pair. In this simple case, the BCJ numerators
of multiperipheral diagrams always contain a piece obtained directly by the Feynman
rules for massless quarks, and an additional piece that is proportional to an inverse

propagator. This additional piece vanishes in the limit that the quark momentum
becomes soft, namely,
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= v̄/!1/p1/!2/p12/!3u+O(q) , (3.1)

where pij = pi + pj, and on the second line we retain only the q-independent terms.

For this quark-gluon scattering process, all the BCJ numerators can be expressed in
terms of the multiperipheral ones (3.1) via commutation relations. For example, the
numerator for the following diagram is given by two consecutive commutators,
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= v̄/!1/p1/!2/p12/!3u" v̄/!2/p2/!1/p12/!3u" v̄/!3/p3/!1/p13/!2u+ v̄/!3/p3/!2/p23/!1u+O(q) ,

and the other independent numerator n(132; v̄u) is obtained from n(123; v̄u) by the
relabeling 2 # 3.

We note that one can view v̄/!iu and v̄/piu as Lorentz contractions of !i and pi
with a vector v̄(q)"µu(p4) $ !µ(p4, q). Up to normalization, it behaves as a gluon
polarization vector of a fourth gluon with momentum p4. Due to the Dirac equation

of the involved spinors, it obeys !·p4 = !·q = 0, where q can now be interpreted as a
reference momentum. More generally, quantities of the form v̄/!i · · · /pk · · · /!j · · · /plu are

Lorentz contractions of !’s and p’s with tensorial objects v̄"µi · · · "µk · · · "µj · · · "µlu. If
we choose to antisymmetrize them they will also obey the physical requirements of the
polarization of a antisymmetric tensor field. However, for now we are interested in

obtaining the vector contributions without antisymmetrizing the tensors. Instead we
can eliminate the tensor contractions, except for the canonically ordered one ū/!1/!2/!3v,
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Current algebra

Formalize using current algebra tools

Chen, HJ, Teng, Wang

a momentum p and labels ai ! · · · ! aj , where ai can either be a polarization vector
or a momentum. It also carries a discrete label w to distinguish di!erent types of

abstract currents with the same tensor label, which may behave di!erently in the
fusion products. The rank of a tensor current counts the number of its components ai.
In particular, we call a rank-one tensor current J (w)

a (p) a vector current. When p is

on-shell, namely, p2 = 0 and /pu = 0, we use the following replacement to get back to
the original meaning of the tensor current:

J (w)
a1!a2!···!am

(p) " v̄(q)/a1/a2 · · · /amu(p) . (3.5)

The replacement is independent of w, where and the spinor v̄ carries soft momenta
(q " 0). This replacement takes place in the final step of our algebraic construction.

The mass dimension of a current J is one plus the number of momenta appearing in
its tensor component. The current should behave linearly in the components

J (w)
···!(xai+ya!i)!···(p) = xJ (w)

···!ai!···(p) + yJ (w)
···!a

!

i!···(p) , for x, y # C , (3.6)

and more importantly, it should satisfy a relation that is equivalent to the Cli!ord
algebra,

J (w)
···ai!aj!ak!al!···(p) + J (w)

···ai!ak!aj!al!···(p) = (2aj·ak)J (w)
···!ai!al!···(p) . (3.7)

We generalize an external gluon to a vector current J!i(pi), where !i denotes its polar-

ization vector and pi its momentum. We assume this vector current is unique and thus
drop the index w for simplicity.3

A fusion product describes the interaction of tensor currents. We only consider two-
to-one fusions, which is consistent with cubic interactions. From a physical perspective,

these fusion products are the counterparts of the Feynman rules for cubic interaction
vertices. The outcome of a fusion product is a (sum of) tensor current(s) weighted
by appropriate structure constant(s), where the conservation of momentum is implied.

While the Feynman rules give rise to the amplitudes, the fusion products give rise to
the BCJ numerators.

In general, we expect that the DDM basis numerator N("1, "2, . . . , "n"1, "n) $
N(") should be given by the kinematic analogue of a nested commutator. However,

in the special bi-scalar sector, depicted in Figure 1, the commutator structure should
simplify to an ordered product of currents, where the pair-wise contractions are given
by the fusion product, thus the numerator should take the form

N(") = J!̂1(p1) # J!!2
(p"2

) # · · · # J!!n"1
(p"n"1

) , (3.8)

3In Section 3.2, we also consider scalars. They will be viewed as gluons whose polarization vectors
live in higher dimensions.
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off-shell vs. on-shell currents

linearity of tensors
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Pre-numerators:

J!!n!1J!̂1
J!!2

J!!3 · · ·

Figure 1: Fusion product in the canonical ordering. The algebra simplifies by de-
manding that !̂1 correspond to a scalar, since the internal currents must carry this

polarization.

where as before "1 = 1 and "n = n. We will interpret this product by evaluating it

from left to right. By construction the set of numerators are related by permutations
in the legs 2 to n!1. We will refer to such numerators as “crossing symmetric”, even

if leg 1 and n are always fixed and thus special.

Eq. (3.8) indicates that a fusion product is relevant to our construction only when
its second input is a vector current J!i. For a generic tensor current fused with a vector

current, the fusion product is written as

J (w)
a1!···!am

(p) # J!i(pi) =
m+2
!

k=1

!

a
"

1
,...,a"k

!

w"

f
a
"

1...a
"

k
a1...am;!i(p, pi;w,w

")J (w")
a
"

1!···!a
"

k
(p+ pi) , (3.9)

where the f ’s are coe!cients that are similar to kinematic structure constants; although

the fusion product is not necessarily antisymmetric. Assuming that the f coe!cients
are local polynomials in momenta and polarizations vectors gives the bound k ! m+2.

We note that we may think of the currents J as being generators of the kinematic
algebra, but we will not elaborate on that interpretation in this paper.

In eq. (3.8), N(") is expressed in terms of vector and tensor currents. The tensor

currents of the form J···!p(p) vanish when replaced by v̄ · · · /pu because of the on-shell
condition /pu = 0. Using eq. (3.7), we can bring the other tensor currents into an irre-
ducible tensor current basis b, defined as the maximal set of tensor currents that cannot

be linearly combined into vector currents or zero. This process generates additional
vector currents. A natural choice of b involves the tensor currents whose labels are in
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Fusion product

BCJ numerator from nested commutator: 



Kinematic algebra at the Next-to-MHV level (NMHV)

tensor generatorvector generator

Chen, HJ, Teng, Wang [1906.10683]
Simplify by considering YM-scalar numerator:

3.2 Determining the fusion products for NMHV numerators

As the main result of this paper, we derive the fusion products that give the BCJ

numerators in the DDM basis for the bi-scalar NMHV sector (2.20) of Yang-Mills theory.
They can be solved for using an ansatz by imposing both the null-space condition (3.12)

and the gauge invariance condition (3.13), together with a few assumptions based on
physical considerations.

In the NMHV sector, we may argue that a tensor current can only have up to three

!’s and two p’s, giving the following list of possible currents:

J (w)
!i

, J (w)
!i!!j!pl

, J (w)
!i!!j!!h

, J (w)
pi

, J (w)
!i!pl!pm , J (w)

!i!!j!!h!pl!pm , (3.15)

where J (w)
!i denotes both the current J!i(pi) associated with an external gluon and any

possible internal vector current. More !i factors lead to terms exceeding the polarization
power-two limit when we permute the tensor components to reach a basis. Likewise,

more pi’s lead to structure constants of negative mass dimensions, and such nonlocal
terms are excluded from our considerations.

Specializing to the bi-scalar part of the NMHV sector (2.20) means that we are

only interested in terms proportional to !̂1·!̂n. Such terms can only be generated if
the intermediate currents carry the polarization !̂1 (see Figure 1). Thus, in this sector,

the vector currents J (w)
pi and J (w)

!i>1 are excluded. Similarly, all the higher-rank tensor
currents without !̂1 are excluded. For the remaining tensor currents, we note that since

!̂1 is formally an extra-dimensional object, we can always use the Cli!ord algebra (3.7)
to freely move it to the first entry of the tensor.

We can further simplify the problem by imposing the following constraints on the

ansatz for fusion products:

(1) We assume there is only one tensor of the type J (w)
!̂1!!i!pj

, and thus we omit
the superscript. We further assume that such a current containing an explicit
momentum needs to be converted to a proper tensor when it is fused with a

physical vector, and the relevant fusion product then becomes

J!̂1!!i!pj(p) " J!k(pk) =
1

2
(p·pj)J (1)

!̂1!!i!!k
(p+ pk) .

The above equation leads to5

J!̂1!!i!p(p) " J!k(pk) =
1

2
p2J (1)

!̂1!!i!!k
(p+ pk) . (3.16)

5This fusion rule bears a similar structure to the factorization
!

s(v̄ · · · /pu)(v̄/!iu) = p2v̄ · · · /!iu,
where the state sum

!

s v̄u = /p is used.
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The tensor J (1)
!̂1!!2!!3

shows up in the result of J!̂1(p1)!J!2(p2)!J!3(p3). This current does
not vanish on-shell. Instead, it belongs to the null space of the four-point propagator

matrix m("|#).
Starting from five points, we encounter the fusion products J (w)

!̂1!!i!!j
(p) ! J!k(pk)

(w = 1 for five points). As mentioned before, the fusion product depends on the index

w labeling the current type. In the ansatz for J (w)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p) ! J!k(pk), we assume each
current in the resulting expression carries a di!erent w-index. Imposing the conditions

eq. (3.12) and eq. (3.13), we obtain the fusion rule for J (1)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p) ! J!k(pk).
At six points, we repeat the exercise and solve the constraints (3.12) and (3.13)

for the undetermined J (w)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p) ! J!k(pk). We observe that some of the currents

J (w)
!̂1!!i!!j

are forced to follow the same fusion rule as J (1)
!̂1!!i!!j

, while the rest must

behave di!erently. That is, those following the same rule are identified as J (1)
!̂1!!i!!j

while the rest are a new kind of current, which we denote as J (2)
!̂1!!i!!j

. At seven points,

we find that the currents generated by J (2)
!̂1!!i!!j

!J!k are also of the second kind. Hence,
the algebra is closed under multiplication on the right by J!k . And the final fusion rules

are determined to be

J (1)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p) ! J!k(pk) = ($k·p)J (2)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p+ pk)

+ ($j·p)J (1)
!̂1!!i!!k

(p+ pk)! ($i·p)J (1)
!̂1!!j!!k

(p+ pk) ,

J (2)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p) ! J!k(pk) = ($k·p)J (2)
!̂1!!i!!j

(p+ pk) . (3.18)

Notice that the fusion product involving J (1)
!̂1!!i!!k

generates both the first and the
second types of tensor currents. Interestingly, the type is correlated to the tensor
labels of the currents. The current with the same tensor labels as the input one has to

be of the second type while the rest are of the first type.
In summary, up to six points, we encounter new fusion products at each multi-

plicity, and at six points and beyond the algebra closes. Under our assumptions, the
constraints (3.12) and (3.13) give a solution to the algebra without free parameters.

The final fusion rules are given in eq. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), and only five types of
currents are involved

J!̂1 , J!i , J!̂1!!i!p , J (1)
!̂1!!i!!j

, J (2)
!̂1!!i!!j

. (3.19)

Moreover, we have observed that, in this bi-scalar NMHV sector, the algebra was deter-
mined up to one free parameter by the null-space condition (3.12) at each multiplicity
up to seven points. This free parameter can be viewed as the global normalization of

the tensor current part of the BCJ numerator, with respect to the respective vector
current part. The gauge invariance condition (3.13) fixes this global normalization.
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Moreover, we have observed that, in this bi-scalar NMHV sector, the algebra was deter-
mined up to one free parameter by the null-space condition (3.12) at each multiplicity
up to seven points. This free parameter can be viewed as the global normalization of

the tensor current part of the BCJ numerator, with respect to the respective vector
current part. The gauge invariance condition (3.13) fixes this global normalization.
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Five types of tensors:

We further check the algebra by computing the BCJ numerators from eq. (3.8) to
ten points. The constraints (3.12) and (3.13) are automatically satisfied, which strongly

suggests that the prescription works for any multiplicity, and the algebra is a candidate
for the kinematic algebra in the bi-scalar NMHV sector (2.20).

Let us emphasize that the tensor currents of the form J (w)
!̂1!!i!!j

appear in the

numerator at four and beyond. As we will elaborate in section 5, the appearance of
such tensor currents reflects the generalized gauge freedom of the BCJ numerators.

We note that the above fusion products only compute the half-ladder diagrams
in the DDM basis. Other diagrams are obtained by the Jacobi identities of the BCJ
numerators. To compute BCJ numerators outside the DDM basis using the kinematic

algebra, the fusion products have to be generalized and new fusion products need to be
constructed in such a way that they are consistent with the kinematic Jacobi identities.

We leave this work for the future.

4 Closed form of the NMHV BCJ numerator

From the algebra given in eq. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), we can directly compute the

n-point bi-scalar NMHV BCJ numerators by evaluating the fusion product (3.8) from
left to right. The BCJ numerators computed this way can be packaged into a closed

all-multiplicity formula, which will be presented in this section.

As mentioned before, in the final expression of the BCJ numerator, we implicitly

equate J (w)
a1!···!ar

to v̄/a1 · · · /aru, regardless of the w-index, which can thus be omitted in
our final result. The currents of the form J!̂1!!i!p vanish due to /pu(p) = 0. Since our
construction is crossing-symmetric in leg 2 to n!1, it su!ces to display the numerator

associated with the color ordering {123 · · ·n}, while the rest of the DDM basis can be
obtained by index permutation. We write the result of (3.8) as

N = N (1) +N (2) + terms that vanish on shell . (4.1)

As we will see later, N (1) and N (2) will produce terms with polarization power one and

two respectively. The N (1) part is proportional to the vector current J!̂1

N (1)(123 · · ·n) =
!

n"1
"

j=2

!j·p1···j"1

#

J!̂1 . (4.2)

This expression agrees with the result given in Ref. [77]. Remarkably, the N (2) part
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also takes a very compact form,

N (2)(123 · · ·n) = 1

2

n!2
!

i=2

n!1
!

!,m=i
m>!

(!1)!!i!1s1···i

"

#

j"Si!m

!j·p1···j!1

$

det(P[i,!!1])J"̂1#"!#"m ,

(4.3)

where the set Si!m = {2 · · · i ! 1} " {" + 1 · · · m̂ · · ·n ! 1}.6 For r1, r2 # {1 · · ·n ! 1},
the matrix P is given by

Pr1r2 =

%

!r1·p1···(r2+1) r1 ! r2 + 1

0 otherwise
. (4.4)

Finally, P[i,!!1] is the submatrix of P whose rows and columns range between i and
"! 1. The number of terms in the determinant det(P[i,!!1]) is 2!!i!1.

The N (1) part given eq. (4.2) is generated purely by the first term of eq. (3.17),
and gives all the terms of polarization power one in the BCJ numerator. The N (2) part

eq. (4.3) is a result of all the four fusion rules, and gives all the terms of polarization
power two. While the expression of N (1) is rather simple, we now give the explicit

formula for N (2) up to seven points as our examples.

At n = 4, the summation in eq. (4.3) has only one term i = " = 2 and m = 3. The
matrix P[i,!!1] is zero-dimensional and in this case we set the determinant to be one.
This gives

N (2)(1234) = !1

2
s12 J"̂1#"2#"3 . (4.5)

This result agrees with the Feynman rule calculation in eq. (3.3). The tensor part is in
the null space of the four-point propagator matrix as shown previously in eq. (3.4).

At n = 5, the nested summation in eq. (4.3) contains the following four terms:

N (2)(12345) = !1

2
s12
&

!4·p123 J"̂1#"2#"3 + !3·p12 J"̂1#"2#"4 ! det(P[2,2])J"̂1#"3#"4

'

! 1

2
s123 !2·p1 J"̂1#"3#"4 , (4.6)

where the determinant is simply det(P[2,2]) = !2·p123.

6The element with a hat means that it is absent in the set.
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Closed form for numerators:

tensor: 

vector: 



Kinematic algebra for NMHV
Chen, HJ, Teng, Wang [2104.12726]

Full NMHV sector algebra generatred by 13 currents

they will be retrospectively determined at five points according to their fusion products
with J!4(p4). Here x0 is still a free parameter, and it will remain free even at higher

multiplicities. In the following, we choose x0 =
1
4 . This choice keeps the fusion products

and the form of pre-numerator the simplest. We will leave the more general expressions
with a free x0 to appendix B.

At five points, we need to set up ansatze for the fusion of J (w1)
p2 , J (w2)

!3 , J (w3)
p3 and

J!1!!2!!3 with J!4, and solve them by imposing the “maximal factorization” condi-

tion (3.4). This gives x6 = !1
4 and fixes the tensor type

J (w1)
p2 = J (1)

p2 , J (w3)
p3 = J (1)

p3 , J (w2)
!3 = J (2)

!3 , (3.16)

along with solutions to new parameters introduced at five points. Here the identification
is made under the assumption of eq. (3.6). We iterate this process at each multiplicity

and observe the closure of the algebra at seven points. That is, assuming no new
currents are generated, we verify that the set of fusion products determined up to

seven points computes the correct numerator at higher multiplicities. We have checked
explicitly that the algebra gives the correct amplitude at eight points up to polarization

power two terms. At nine points, we have checked that the BCJ numerators generate
the correct maximal factorization for each cubic graph.

To summarize, there are in all 13 relevant vector and tensor currents,

vector: J!i , J (2)
!i , J (1)

pi , J (2)
pi

tensor: J!i!!j!p , Jpi!!j!p , J (1)
!i!!j!!k , J (2)

!i!!j!!k ,

J (1)
pi!!j!!k , . . . , J

(5)
!i!!j!!k . (3.17)

The fusion products involving vector currents are

J!i(p) ! J!j(pj) = "j·pJ!i(p+pj) +
1

2
"i·"jJ

(1)
pj (p+pj)!

1

8
J!i!!j!(p+pj)(p+pj),

J (1)
pi (p) ! J!j(pj) = "j·pJ

(1)
pi (p+pj) + "j·piJ

(1)
pj (p+pj)!

3

4
sijJ

(2)
!j (p+pj)

!
1

4
Jpi!!j!(p+pj)(p+pj),

J (2)
!i (p) ! J!j(pj) = "j·pJ

(2)
!i (p+pj)! "i·pjJ

(2)
!j (p+pj) +

2

3
"i·"jJ

(2)
pj (p+pj),

J (2)
pi (p) ! J!j(pj) = "j·pJ

(2)
pi (p+pj) + "j·piJ

(2)
pj (p+pj). (3.18)

The fusion rules involving J!i!!j!p and Jpi!!j!p are assumed as in eq. (3.5),

J!i!!j!p(p) ! J!k(pk) =
1

2
p2J (1)

!i!!j!!k(p+pk) ,

Jpi!!j!p(p) ! J!k(pk) =
1

2
p2J (1)

pi!!j!!k(p+pk) , (3.19)
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The tensor !n(a1, a2, a3) satisfies

!n(a1, a2, a3) + !n(a2, a1, a3) = 2a1·a2 a3·!n ,

!n(a1, a2, a3) + !n(a1, a3, a2) = 2a2·a3 a1·!n , (4.2)

which is the on-shell version of the Cli!ord algebra relation (3.3). We can use these
relations to bring tensors into an irreducible basis. Once in this irreducible basis, they

must reside in the null space of the propagator matrix since they are not physical states
of YM, and thus they can be removed by hand. However, even if the tensors are not in
an irreducible basis, their contribution must cancel out of the amplitude through the

propagator matrix. This implies that there are certain vector contributions that live
in the null space of the propagator matrix, and they can be exposed by changing the

tensor basis. Therefore, as shown in ref. [122], the basis choice encodes a certain subset
of the generalized gauge freedom for numerators of physical gluon amplitudes.

We will now study the output of the kinematic algebra constructed in the previous
section. Remarkably, the fusion products that we found lead to a closed all-multiplicity

formula for the NMHV pre-numerators,

N (1, 2, . . . , n) =
!

1 +
1

2
Qn

"

N (1)
V +

1

4
(1 +Qn)N

(2)
T +N (2)

V , (4.3)

where N (1)
V and N (2)

T are given by

N (1)
V = (!1·!n)

n!1
#

j=2

!j·Xj , (4.4a)

N (2)
T = !

1

4

n!2$

i=2

n!1$

!,m=i
m>!

(!1)!!iX2
i+1

%

#

j /"{1,i,i+1,...,!,m,n}

!j·Xj

&

(4.4b)

" (!·X)i,i+1,i+2...,!!1
[...[[i+2,i+3],i+4]...,!+1]!n(!1, !!, !m) .

Here Xj =
'j!1

i=1 pi denotes the region momentum [133–135], and we define

(!·X)i,i+1,i+2...,!!1
[...[[i+2,i+3],i+4]...,!+1] = !i,µ!i+1,"!i+2,# . . . !!!1,$X

µ
[...[[i+2X

"
...i+3]X

#
i+4] . . .X

$
...!+1], (4.5)

where the indices of X are in the left-nested commutator. For example, the following

term appears at n=7 and beyond,

(!·X)2,3,4[[4,5],6] = !2·X4!3·X5!4·X6 ! !2·X5!3·X4!4·X6

! !2·X6!3·X4!4·X5 + !2·X6!3·X5!4·X4 . (4.6)
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Again closed formula for pre-numerator  

from C4 and C5 live in the null space of L(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) after imposing on-shell identi-
ties. Therefore, the final pure gauge degrees of freedom for Sn!1 crossing symmetric

numerators at n=6 is 148.
The same calculational steps can be repeated for n=7, however we refrain from

spelling out the details as they are more involved at this mutiplicity. The result of the

calculation is that the 16583 gauge degrees of freedom for Sn!2 will get reduced down
to 2734 in the Sn!1 crossing symmetric numerator. This concludes the discussion on

Sn!1 symmetry.

Full crossing symmetry: In order to obtain Sn crossing symmetry, we need to
impose further equations that involve permutations of leg n with any one of the labels

1, . . . , n! 1. Naively, it appears that this requires imposing a total of n! 1 equations.
However, one can show that there is one equation that is both necessary and su!cient,
it is the reversal symmetry of the numerator

N(1, 2, 3, . . . , n! 1, n) = (!1)nN(n, n! 1, . . . , 3, 2, 1) . (7.14)

It is clearly a necessary equation to impose as it is a standard symmetry of a crossing-

symmetric Feynman diagram. But it is also a su!cient constraint since when the Sn!1

equations (7.1) are imposed it follows that crossing symmetries related to permuting
1 " j # {2, . . . , n ! 1} hold, and the reversal symmetry promotes this to crossing

symmetries n " j # {2, . . . , n ! 1}. And the n " 1 swap is part of the reversal
symmetry itself. Since imposing Sn crossing symmetry only involves one relatively

simple constraint, eq. (7.14), we solve this by direct calculation using the explicitly
computed Sn!1 symmetric numerators. The results are given in the tables below.

Finally, we can collect the data of the Sn!2, Sn!1 and Sn crossing symmetric pure
gauge BCJ numerators in a table. By calculations up to multiplicity n = 7, we find
that the number of free parameters (degrees of freedom) in the NMHV sector of YM

are the following:

crossing symmetry
Total d.o.f. Ngauge $ (!·!)2(p·p)

!

!·p
n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7

Sn!2 1 36 760 16583

Sn!1 0 8 148 2734

Sn 0 1 25 381

(7.15)

We remind the reader that by the NMHV sector of YM, we mean all terms in the D-
dimensional BCJ numerator that contains exactly two powers of !i·!j or equivalently

one power of pi·pj . Such terms are necessary for computing NMHV amplitudes. We
also remind the reader that for terms that have no pi·pj factors, or equivalently have
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Explored pure-gauge BCJ numerators (non-uniqueness of NMHV) 



Non-uniqueness of numerators

The relabelings of this half-ladder (or master) numerator, N(1, !2, !3, · · · , !n!1, n),
form a (n!2)! basis under Jacobi identities, also known as the Del-Duca-Dixon-Maltoni

(DDM) basis [127]. Therefore, the half-ladder numerator N(1, 2, . . . , n! 1, n), as well
as the pre-numerator N (1, 2, . . . , n!1, n), are the central objects that we study in this
paper. Other BCJ numerators can be inferred by Jacobi relations and permutations.

Consider the same examples as for the color factors at multiplicity n=4. The DDM
basis is given by the s- and u-channel numerators,

Ns = N(1, 2, 3, 4) = N
!

[[1, 2], 3], 4
"

= N (1, 2, 3, 4)!N (2, 1, 3, 4)!N (3, 1, 2, 4) +N (3, 2, 1, 4) ,

Nu = N(1, 3, 2, 4) = N
!

[[1, 3], 2], 4
"

= N (1, 3, 2, 4)!N (3, 1, 2, 4)!N (2, 1, 3, 4) +N (2, 3, 1, 4) . (2.15)

The t-channel numerator is not a basis element, it is written as Nt = N
!

[1, [2, 3]], 4
"

,
which automatically implies the kinematic Jacobi identity Ns !Nu = Nt.

Using the BCJ numerators and color factors in the DDM basis, we can re-write the

color-dressed YM amplitude as [1, 128]

An =
#

!"cubic

C!N!

D!
=

#

!,""Sn!2

C(1, !2, · · · , !n!1, n)m(!|")N(1, "2 · · · , "n!1, n) , (2.16)

where the (n!2)!-by-(n!2)! matrix m(!|") is built out of linear combinations of the

scalar-type propagators 1/D!, as given by the decomposition of the BCJ numerators
and color factors into the DDM basis. It goes by many names in the literature, it

is called the “propagator matrix” [128], the “inverse of the KLT kernel” [69, 129], or
the “bi-adjoint scalar amplitude” [129]. It may also be identified as the double-partial
amplitudes of “dual-scalar theory” [8, 130], “color-scalar theory” [131] or “scalar #3

theory” [14, 132].

The color-ordered partial amplitudes follow from eq. (2.16) as the kinematic factor
multiplying each independent color factor, which gives a (non-invertible) map between

BCJ numerators and partial amplitudes

A(1, !, n) =
#

""Sn!2

m(!|")N(1, ", n) . (2.17)

The propagator matrix is not invertible for on-shell momenta and hence it has a kernel
(or null space). This implies that one can find contributions to BCJ numerators that

live in this kernel, and do not feed into the partial amplitudes. Hence, BCJ numerators
are in general not unique. The ambiguity is called generalized gauge freedom [1, 2] and it
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Amplitudes and numerators linearly related
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Propagator matrix                     (bi-adjoint scalar ampl.) 
has only rank 

corresponds to shifting the existing numerators by what we call pure gauge numerators

N(1, 2, . . . , n! 1, n) " N(1, 2, . . . , n! 1, n) +Ngauge(1, 2, . . . , n! 1, n) , (2.18)

where the pure gauge numerators are annihilated by the propagator matrix,

!

!!Sn!2

m(!|")Ngauge(1, ", n) = 0 . (2.19)

The generalized gauge freedom subsume the standard gauge freedom for vector fields,

and it generalizes it to also include any other operations, such as field redefinitions,
that changes the cubic diagram numerators but leaves the amplitude invariant.

Finally, we note that the BCJ numerators constructed from pre-numerators will
automatically satisfy crossing symmetry relations in the legs 1, . . . , n!1, because these
legs are on equal footing in the pre-numerator, meaning that any permutations of them

are allowed to appear. We will refer to this property as exhibiting (manifest) Sn"1 cross-
ing symmetry, and we note that this symmetry is larger than what is naively obtained

from a standard DDM basis of numerators, which naturally admits a manifest Sn"2

crossing symmetry. See, e.g., ref. [116] for an all-multiplicity form of BCJ numerators

for YM that exhibit Sn"2 crossing symmetry.

3 Fusion product of currents in the NMHV sector

In this section, we explicitly construct the fusion product rules which are used to
compute the duality-satisfying kinematic numerators up to the quadratic order in #i·#j
factors. Before we get into the details, let us briefly clarify the decomposition of the
kinematic numerator into di!erent sectors based on the structure of the variables that
it contains.

As previously mentioned, we consider only local kinematic numerators which are
polynomials of Lorentz products of momenta and polarization vectors. We classify

the terms in the numerators according to the number of #i·#j factors, which we call
polarization power. Terms of di!erent polarization power splits into independent sectors

in the BCJ numerator; that is, the sectors do not mix under: permutations of labels,
momentum identities, or Jacobi identities. Since these sectors are in a one-to-one
correspondence with the 4D helicity sectors, denoted by NkMHV, via the gauge choices

for the polarization vectors explained in ref. [122], we will often use the 4D language
when referring to these sectors.

In this paper, we will mostly focus our attention to terms of polarization power two
(NMHV), as terms of polarization power one (MHV) are already uniquely known [122],
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Hopf algebra structure and heavy mass EFT

2

tudes with two heavy particles and an arbitrary number
of gluons/gravitons. Interestingly, the obtained fusion
product has the same structure as the quasi-shu!e prod-
uct, known from the mathematical literature, specifically
in the context of combinatorial Hopf algebras of shu!es
and quasi-shu!es [27–29]. The quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra generates all ordered partitions for a given set [27]
(often called SC – the linear species of set compositions,
or ordered partitions). Mapping the generators to gauge-
invariant expressions, we obtain a closed formula for all
tree-level BCJ numerators relevant to the HEFT. The
numerators are gauge invariant, manifestly crossing sym-
metric and factorise into lower-point numerators on the
massive poles. The underlying quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra implies that the counting of the number of terms in
a numerator with n!2 gluons gives the Fubini number
Fn!3, which counts the number of ordered partitions of
n!3 elements.

Finally, all the considerations in HEFT directly trans-
late to pure YM theory. The pure-gluon BCJ numera-
tors, and the corresponding expressions for the genera-
tors, are obtained from the natural on-shell factorisation
limit [10], which removes the two heavy particles and re-
places them with an additional gluon (with label n!1).
This is straightforward: replace the heavy-particle veloc-
ity v with the last polarisation vector, v " !n!1, and
impose the last on-shell condition p21...n!2 " 0. This op-
eration does not modify the generator fusion rules, and
hence YM theory admits the same kinematic algebra.
The heavy-mass poles become spurious in this limit, and
cancel out once the amplitude is assembled.

THE HEFT KINEMATIC ALGEBRA

A novel colour-kinematic duality and double copy for
HEFT was obtained in [10], by four of the present au-
thors. Ignoring couplings, the YM and gravity tree
amplitudes with two heavy particles and n!2 glu-
ons/gravitons are

A(12 . . . n!2, v) =
!

!"!

N (!, v)

d!
,

M(12 . . . n!2, v) =
!

!"!̃

"

N (!, v)
#2

d!
,

(1)

where " ("̃) denotes all (un)ordered nested commutators
of the particle labels {1, . . . , n!2}, where the leftmost
label is fixed to 1. The ordering is important since here
we work with colour-ordered YM amplitudes. Consid-
ering the set {1, 2, 3}, we have " = {[[1, 2], 3], [1, [2, 3]]}
and "̃ = {[[1, 2], 3], [[1, 3], 2], [1, [2, 3]]}. In general, labels
1, . . . , n!2 are reserved for the gluons/gravitons and the
heavy particles are assigned n!1 and n, and v is the
velocity that characterises the heavy particles.

The nested commutators are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with cubic graphs (and hence BCJ numerators),
and the corresponding massless scalar-like propagator de-
nominators are denoted as d!. For instance, the nested
commutator [[1, 2], 3] corresponds to the following cubic
graph, associated BCJ numerator, and propagator de-
nominator:

1 2 3

# N ([[1, 2], 3], v) , d[[1,2],3] = p212p
2
123 , (2)

where pi1...ir := pi1 + · · ·+pir and the red square denotes
the heavy-particle source.

The BCJ numerator N (!, v) is a function of a nested
set of labels !, and it has an expansion which parallels
that of the commutator, e.g.

N ([1, [2, 3]], v) = N (123, v)!N (132, v)

!N (231, v) +N (321, v) , (3)

and we refer to the object N (1 . . . n!2, v) as the pre-
numerator. In analogy with a Lie algebra, this quantity
should be obtained by multiplying generators through an
associative fusion product. Thanks to the nested commu-
tator structure, the BCJ numerators will automatically
satisfy kinematic Jacobi identities.

Explicit pre-numerators can be obtained from the con-
straint imposed by requiring that they lead to correct
amplitudes, and in [10] this was done up to six points.
In the following, it will be crucial to find representations
of the pre-numerators where any non-locality will corre-
spond to a massive physical pole $ 1

v·P , where P is a
sum of gluon momenta [30]. This linearised propagator
arises because of the large-mass expansion. Our results
will be an improvement compared to [10], since in that
work additional spurious poles were present in the pre-
numerators. We find the following explicit new results
up to five points:

N (1, v) = v·#1 ,

N (12, v) = !
v·F1·F2·v

2v·p1
,

N (123, v) =
v·F1·F2·F3·v

3v·p1
!

v·F1·F2·V12·F3·v

3v·p1v·p12

!
v·F1·F3·V1·F2·v

3v·p1v·p13
, (4)

where Fµ"
i := pµi #

"
i!#µi p

"
i , and V µ"

# := vµ
$

j"# p
"
j = vµp"# .

Note that gauge invariance is manifest except in the case
of N (1, v), where it follows from three-point kinematics.

Following [10, 16, 17], the pre-numerators are pre-
sumed to be constructible in an algebraic fashion, by
multiplying abstract generators of the kinematic algebra
via a fusion product,

N (12 . . . n!2, v) := %T(1) $ T(2) $ · · · $ T(n!2)& , (5)
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are turned into cubic interactions with the help of some auxiliary field1 the duality is
not inherited from the Feynman rules beyond four points. Since individual Feynman di-

agrams are not gauge invariant this observation is not in contradiction with the duality.
Indeed, the cubic-graph decomposition (2.1) is not unique because of the Jacobi-identity
constraints satisfied by the color factors. This implies that the numerators possess a

shift freedom that we refer to as generalized gauge freedom,

ni ! ni +!i , where

(2n!5)!!
!

i=1

!ici
Di

= 0 . (2.4)

This includes the usual gauge transformations that leaves the amplitude invariant

!µ(p) ! !µ(p) + pµ, and generalizes it by allowing for any functions !i that leaves
the amplitude invariant. The color-kinematics duality imply that starting from some

generic cubic-graph representation of the amplitude, one can find some generalized
gauge transformation that gives kinematic numerators that obey the duality.

At tree level it is convenient work with a basis of BCJ numerators. By going to

the color-kinematics-dual version of a Del-Duca-Dixon-Maltoni (DDM) [78, 79] multi-
peripheral basis, all numerators can be expressed using (n " 2)! permutations of the

following graph,

n(") # n
"

"1, "2, "3, . . . , "n!1, "n

#

# n

$

!n!1

!n!1· · ·!3!2

%

, (2.5)

and typically we fix "1 = 1 and "n = n, which gives the basis with (n " 2)! elements.

And the color-ordered tree amplitude is then a sum over these (n" 2)! numerators,

Atree
n (#1, #2, . . . , #n) =

!

!"Sn!2

m(#|")n(") (2.6)

where m(#|") is called the propagator matrix [80]. It is the same matrix as describes
doubly color-ordered amplitudes in the bi-adjoint $3 theory [81–85]. This matrix is

related (by a pseudoinverse) to the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) matrix [20, 48, 49].

2.2 The Monteiro-O’Connell construction

The kinematic algebra underlying the color-kinematics duality was first systematically

studied by Monteiro and O’Connell in ref. [71]. They concluded that the self-dual Yang-
Mills sector (which only gives non-zero amplitudes for the all-plus-helicity sector at one

loop [86]) automatically obeys a kinematic algebra. Interactions in this sector can be

1Cubic interactions are obtained by the replacement Tr([Aµ, A! ]2) ! " 1
2 (B

µ!)2+Tr([Aµ, A! ]Bµ!).
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tudes with two heavy particles and an arbitrary number
of gluons/gravitons. Interestingly, the obtained fusion
product has the same structure as the quasi-shu!e prod-
uct, known from the mathematical literature, specifically
in the context of combinatorial Hopf algebras of shu!es
and quasi-shu!es [27–29]. The quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra generates all ordered partitions for a given set [27]
(often called SC – the linear species of set compositions,
or ordered partitions). Mapping the generators to gauge-
invariant expressions, we obtain a closed formula for all
tree-level BCJ numerators relevant to the HEFT. The
numerators are gauge invariant, manifestly crossing sym-
metric and factorise into lower-point numerators on the
massive poles. The underlying quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra implies that the counting of the number of terms in
a numerator with n!2 gluons gives the Fubini number
Fn!3, which counts the number of ordered partitions of
n!3 elements.

Finally, all the considerations in HEFT directly trans-
late to pure YM theory. The pure-gluon BCJ numera-
tors, and the corresponding expressions for the genera-
tors, are obtained from the natural on-shell factorisation
limit [10], which removes the two heavy particles and re-
places them with an additional gluon (with label n!1).
This is straightforward: replace the heavy-particle veloc-
ity v with the last polarisation vector, v " !n!1, and
impose the last on-shell condition p21...n!2 " 0. This op-
eration does not modify the generator fusion rules, and
hence YM theory admits the same kinematic algebra.
The heavy-mass poles become spurious in this limit, and
cancel out once the amplitude is assembled.

THE HEFT KINEMATIC ALGEBRA

A novel colour-kinematic duality and double copy for
HEFT was obtained in [10], by four of the present au-
thors. Ignoring couplings, the YM and gravity tree
amplitudes with two heavy particles and n!2 glu-
ons/gravitons are

A(12 . . . n!2, v) =
!

!"!

N (!, v)

d!
,

M(12 . . . n!2, v) =
!

!"!̃

"

N (!, v)
#2

d!
,

(1)

where " ("̃) denotes all (un)ordered nested commutators
of the particle labels {1, . . . , n!2}, where the leftmost
label is fixed to 1. The ordering is important since here
we work with colour-ordered YM amplitudes. Consid-
ering the set {1, 2, 3}, we have " = {[[1, 2], 3], [1, [2, 3]]}
and "̃ = {[[1, 2], 3], [[1, 3], 2], [1, [2, 3]]}. In general, labels
1, . . . , n!2 are reserved for the gluons/gravitons and the
heavy particles are assigned n!1 and n, and v is the
velocity that characterises the heavy particles.

The nested commutators are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with cubic graphs (and hence BCJ numerators),
and the corresponding massless scalar-like propagator de-
nominators are denoted as d!. For instance, the nested
commutator [[1, 2], 3] corresponds to the following cubic
graph, associated BCJ numerator, and propagator de-
nominator:

1 2 3

# N ([[1, 2], 3], v) , d[[1,2],3] = p212p
2
123 , (2)

where pi1...ir := pi1 + · · ·+pir and the red square denotes
the heavy-particle source.

The BCJ numerator N (!, v) is a function of a nested
set of labels !, and it has an expansion which parallels
that of the commutator, e.g.

N ([1, [2, 3]], v) = N (123, v)!N (132, v)

!N (231, v) +N (321, v) , (3)

and we refer to the object N (1 . . . n!2, v) as the pre-
numerator. In analogy with a Lie algebra, this quantity
should be obtained by multiplying generators through an
associative fusion product. Thanks to the nested commu-
tator structure, the BCJ numerators will automatically
satisfy kinematic Jacobi identities.

Explicit pre-numerators can be obtained from the con-
straint imposed by requiring that they lead to correct
amplitudes, and in [10] this was done up to six points.
In the following, it will be crucial to find representations
of the pre-numerators where any non-locality will corre-
spond to a massive physical pole $ 1

v·P , where P is a
sum of gluon momenta [30]. This linearised propagator
arises because of the large-mass expansion. Our results
will be an improvement compared to [10], since in that
work additional spurious poles were present in the pre-
numerators. We find the following explicit new results
up to five points:

N (1, v) = v·#1 ,

N (12, v) = !
v·F1·F2·v

2v·p1
,

N (123, v) =
v·F1·F2·F3·v

3v·p1
!

v·F1·F2·V12·F3·v

3v·p1v·p12

!
v·F1·F3·V1·F2·v

3v·p1v·p13
, (4)

where Fµ"
i := pµi #

"
i!#µi p

"
i , and V µ"

# := vµ
$

j"# p
"
j = vµp"# .

Note that gauge invariance is manifest except in the case
of N (1, v), where it follows from three-point kinematics.

Following [10, 16, 17], the pre-numerators are pre-
sumed to be constructible in an algebraic fashion, by
multiplying abstract generators of the kinematic algebra
via a fusion product,

N (12 . . . n!2, v) := %T(1) $ T(2) $ · · · $ T(n!2)& , (5)
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sumed to be constructible in an algebraic fashion, by
multiplying abstract generators of the kinematic algebra
via a fusion product,

N (12 . . . n!2, v) := %T(1) $ T(2) $ · · · $ T(n!2)& , (5)

2

tudes with two heavy particles and an arbitrary number
of gluons/gravitons. Interestingly, the obtained fusion
product has the same structure as the quasi-shu!e prod-
uct, known from the mathematical literature, specifically
in the context of combinatorial Hopf algebras of shu!es
and quasi-shu!es [27–29]. The quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra generates all ordered partitions for a given set [27]
(often called SC – the linear species of set compositions,
or ordered partitions). Mapping the generators to gauge-
invariant expressions, we obtain a closed formula for all
tree-level BCJ numerators relevant to the HEFT. The
numerators are gauge invariant, manifestly crossing sym-
metric and factorise into lower-point numerators on the
massive poles. The underlying quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra implies that the counting of the number of terms in
a numerator with n!2 gluons gives the Fubini number
Fn!3, which counts the number of ordered partitions of
n!3 elements.

Finally, all the considerations in HEFT directly trans-
late to pure YM theory. The pure-gluon BCJ numera-
tors, and the corresponding expressions for the genera-
tors, are obtained from the natural on-shell factorisation
limit [10], which removes the two heavy particles and re-
places them with an additional gluon (with label n!1).
This is straightforward: replace the heavy-particle veloc-
ity v with the last polarisation vector, v " !n!1, and
impose the last on-shell condition p21...n!2 " 0. This op-
eration does not modify the generator fusion rules, and
hence YM theory admits the same kinematic algebra.
The heavy-mass poles become spurious in this limit, and
cancel out once the amplitude is assembled.

THE HEFT KINEMATIC ALGEBRA

A novel colour-kinematic duality and double copy for
HEFT was obtained in [10], by four of the present au-
thors. Ignoring couplings, the YM and gravity tree
amplitudes with two heavy particles and n!2 glu-
ons/gravitons are
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where " ("̃) denotes all (un)ordered nested commutators
of the particle labels {1, . . . , n!2}, where the leftmost
label is fixed to 1. The ordering is important since here
we work with colour-ordered YM amplitudes. Consid-
ering the set {1, 2, 3}, we have " = {[[1, 2], 3], [1, [2, 3]]}
and "̃ = {[[1, 2], 3], [[1, 3], 2], [1, [2, 3]]}. In general, labels
1, . . . , n!2 are reserved for the gluons/gravitons and the
heavy particles are assigned n!1 and n, and v is the
velocity that characterises the heavy particles.

The nested commutators are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with cubic graphs (and hence BCJ numerators),
and the corresponding massless scalar-like propagator de-
nominators are denoted as d!. For instance, the nested
commutator [[1, 2], 3] corresponds to the following cubic
graph, associated BCJ numerator, and propagator de-
nominator:

1 2 3

# N ([[1, 2], 3], v) , d[[1,2],3] = p212p
2
123 , (2)

where pi1...ir := pi1 + · · ·+pir and the red square denotes
the heavy-particle source.

The BCJ numerator N (!, v) is a function of a nested
set of labels !, and it has an expansion which parallels
that of the commutator, e.g.

N ([1, [2, 3]], v) = N (123, v)!N (132, v)

!N (231, v) +N (321, v) , (3)

and we refer to the object N (1 . . . n!2, v) as the pre-
numerator. In analogy with a Lie algebra, this quantity
should be obtained by multiplying generators through an
associative fusion product. Thanks to the nested commu-
tator structure, the BCJ numerators will automatically
satisfy kinematic Jacobi identities.

Explicit pre-numerators can be obtained from the con-
straint imposed by requiring that they lead to correct
amplitudes, and in [10] this was done up to six points.
In the following, it will be crucial to find representations
of the pre-numerators where any non-locality will corre-
spond to a massive physical pole $ 1

v·P , where P is a
sum of gluon momenta [30]. This linearised propagator
arises because of the large-mass expansion. Our results
will be an improvement compared to [10], since in that
work additional spurious poles were present in the pre-
numerators. We find the following explicit new results
up to five points:

N (1, v) = v·#1 ,

N (12, v) = !
v·F1·F2·v

2v·p1
,

N (123, v) =
v·F1·F2·F3·v

3v·p1
!

v·F1·F2·V12·F3·v

3v·p1v·p12

!
v·F1·F3·V1·F2·v

3v·p1v·p13
, (4)

where Fµ"
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j = vµp"# .

Note that gauge invariance is manifest except in the case
of N (1, v), where it follows from three-point kinematics.

Following [10, 16, 17], the pre-numerators are pre-
sumed to be constructible in an algebraic fashion, by
multiplying abstract generators of the kinematic algebra
via a fusion product,

N (12 . . . n!2, v) := %T(1) $ T(2) $ · · · $ T(n!2)& , (5)
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where the T(i)s are generators carrying the gluon label i,
and ! denotes the bilinear and associative fusion prod-
uct. The angle bracket represents a linear map from the
abstract generators to gauge- and Lorentz-invariant func-
tions. It preserves the multi-linearity with respect to the
polarisation vectors and the linear scaling in the velocity
v of the heavy particles.

The starting point of the construction is !T(i)" = v·"i,
which is the unique choice that respects all the properties
listed above, and furthermore generates the correct three-
point amplitude. We can then combine two generators
to obtain

N (12, v) := !T(1) ! T(2)" = #!T(12)" , (6)

where we choose !T(12)" =
v·F1·F2·v

2v·p1
to reproduce Eq. (4)

[31]. Similarly, at five points one finds

T(12) ! T(3) = #T(123) + T(12),(3) + T(13),(2) , (7)

with

!T(123)" =
v·F1·F2·F3·v

3v·p1
, !T(12),(3)" =

v·F1·F2·V12·F3·v

3v·p1v·p12
,

!T(13),(2)" =
v·F1·F3·V1·F2·v

3v·p1v·p13
. (8)

The particular index assignments in the obtained genera-
tors are consistent with a general formula, which we find
to work to any number of points,

!T(1!1),(!2),...,(!r)" :=
!1 !2 · · · !r1

=
v·F1!1 ·V!(!2)·F!2 · · ·V!(!r)·F!r ·v

(n#2)v·p1v·p1!1 · · · v·p1!1!2···!r!1

. (9)

The #is are ordered non-empty sets such that #1$#2$· · ·$
#r = {2, 3, . . . , n#2} and #i % #j = &, i.e. they constitute
a partition. The set !(#i) consists of all indices to the
left of #i and smaller than the first index in #i; that is
!(#i) = ({1} $ #1 $ · · · $ #i!1) % {1, . . . , #i[1]}. Note that
the denominators in Eq. (9) are the advertised massive
propagators. For convenience, we also define F!i as the
ordered contraction of several linearised field strengths
Fµ"
j with indices in #i, e.g. Fµ"

12 = Fµ#
1 F "

2#.

To clarify the formula, consider a non-trivial example,
T(1458),(26),(37), that is mapped to

!T(1458),(26),(37)" =
v·F1458·V1·F26·V12·F37·v

8v·p1 v·p1458 v·p124568
. (10)

We may further clarify the !(#i)s by drawing a “musi-
cal diagram”, where the gluon labels (notes) are filled in
progressively from left to right and each horizontal line
indicates which set in the partition they belong to:

(1!1) 1 4 5 8

(!2) 2 6

(!3) 3 7

(11)

A given !(#i) is associated with the first gluon on the
horizontal line #i, and the set includes all labels “south-
west” of this gluon. Specifically, in this example, the
relevant sets used in Eq. (10) are !(26) = {1}, and
!(37) = {1, 2}. Furthermore, the contraction of field
strengths can be read out by following each horizon-
tal #i-line in this musical diagram. A horizontal line
can be thought of as the fundamental representation of
the Lorentz group, and the linearised field strengths as
Lorentz generators acting in this space.

Let us return to the algebra of the abstract generators.
The pre-numerators can be recursively constructed from
only knowing the following fusion product:

T(1!1),(!2),...,(!r) ! T(j). (12)

We assume that the possible outcome of this fusion prod-
uct maintains the relative order of the labels in the left
and right generator. Then by assuming we have a com-
plete set of generators, we can only produce the terms

T(1j),(!1),(!2),...,(!r), T(1!1),(!2),...,(!i),(j),(!i+1),...,(!r),

T(1!1),(!2),...,(!ij),...,(!r), where i ' {1, · · · , r}. (13)

By writing up a general ansatz, and fixing the free coef-
ficients by comparing to the correct amplitudes via the
map in Eq. (9), we find a simple all-multiplicity solution.
The fusion product is captured by the general formula

T(1!1),...,(!r) ! T(j) =
!

$"{(!1),...,(!r)} {(j)}

T(1$1),...,($r+1)

#
r

!

i=1

T(1!1),...,(!i!1),(!ij),(!i+1),...,(!r) , (14)

where denotes the shu!e product between two sets,
e.g. {A,B} {C} = {ABC,ACB,CAB}. A proof for
Eq. (14) will be given in the next section; here we will
study examples. For n = 4, 5, Eqs. (6) and (7) are recov-
ered, and at six points, the fusion products are

T(123) ! T(4) = #T(1234) + T(123),(4) + T(14),(23)

T(12),(3) ! T(4) = #T(12),(34) # T(124),(3)

+ T(12),(3),(4) + T(12),(4),(3) + T(14),(2),(3)

T(13),(2) ! T(4) = #T(13),(24) # T(134),(2) + T(13),(2),(4)

+ T(13),(4),(2) + T(14),(3),(2) , (15)
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are turned into cubic interactions with the help of some auxiliary field1 the duality is
not inherited from the Feynman rules beyond four points. Since individual Feynman di-

agrams are not gauge invariant this observation is not in contradiction with the duality.
Indeed, the cubic-graph decomposition (2.1) is not unique because of the Jacobi-identity
constraints satisfied by the color factors. This implies that the numerators possess a

shift freedom that we refer to as generalized gauge freedom,

ni ! ni +!i , where

(2n!5)!!
!

i=1

!ici
Di

= 0 . (2.4)

This includes the usual gauge transformations that leaves the amplitude invariant

!µ(p) ! !µ(p) + pµ, and generalizes it by allowing for any functions !i that leaves
the amplitude invariant. The color-kinematics duality imply that starting from some

generic cubic-graph representation of the amplitude, one can find some generalized
gauge transformation that gives kinematic numerators that obey the duality.

At tree level it is convenient work with a basis of BCJ numerators. By going to

the color-kinematics-dual version of a Del-Duca-Dixon-Maltoni (DDM) [78, 79] multi-
peripheral basis, all numerators can be expressed using (n " 2)! permutations of the

following graph,

n(") # n
"

"1, "2, "3, . . . , "n!1, "n

#

# n

$

!n!1

!n!1· · ·!3!2

%

, (2.5)

and typically we fix "1 = 1 and "n = n, which gives the basis with (n " 2)! elements.

And the color-ordered tree amplitude is then a sum over these (n" 2)! numerators,

Atree
n (#1, #2, . . . , #n) =

!

!"Sn!2

m(#|")n(") (2.6)

where m(#|") is called the propagator matrix [80]. It is the same matrix as describes
doubly color-ordered amplitudes in the bi-adjoint $3 theory [81–85]. This matrix is

related (by a pseudoinverse) to the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) matrix [20, 48, 49].

2.2 The Monteiro-O’Connell construction

The kinematic algebra underlying the color-kinematics duality was first systematically

studied by Monteiro and O’Connell in ref. [71]. They concluded that the self-dual Yang-
Mills sector (which only gives non-zero amplitudes for the all-plus-helicity sector at one

loop [86]) automatically obeys a kinematic algebra. Interactions in this sector can be

1Cubic interactions are obtained by the replacement Tr([Aµ, A! ]2) ! " 1
2 (B

µ!)2+Tr([Aµ, A! ]Bµ!).
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Mills sector (which only gives non-zero amplitudes for the all-plus-helicity sector at one

loop [86]) automatically obeys a kinematic algebra. Interactions in this sector can be

1Cubic interactions are obtained by the replacement Tr([Aµ, A! ]2) ! " 1
2 (B

µ!)2+Tr([Aµ, A! ]Bµ!).
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tudes with two heavy particles and an arbitrary number
of gluons/gravitons. Interestingly, the obtained fusion
product has the same structure as the quasi-shu!e prod-
uct, known from the mathematical literature, specifically
in the context of combinatorial Hopf algebras of shu!es
and quasi-shu!es [27–29]. The quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra generates all ordered partitions for a given set [27]
(often called SC – the linear species of set compositions,
or ordered partitions). Mapping the generators to gauge-
invariant expressions, we obtain a closed formula for all
tree-level BCJ numerators relevant to the HEFT. The
numerators are gauge invariant, manifestly crossing sym-
metric and factorise into lower-point numerators on the
massive poles. The underlying quasi-shu!e Hopf alge-
bra implies that the counting of the number of terms in
a numerator with n!2 gluons gives the Fubini number
Fn!3, which counts the number of ordered partitions of
n!3 elements.

Finally, all the considerations in HEFT directly trans-
late to pure YM theory. The pure-gluon BCJ numera-
tors, and the corresponding expressions for the genera-
tors, are obtained from the natural on-shell factorisation
limit [10], which removes the two heavy particles and re-
places them with an additional gluon (with label n!1).
This is straightforward: replace the heavy-particle veloc-
ity v with the last polarisation vector, v " !n!1, and
impose the last on-shell condition p21...n!2 " 0. This op-
eration does not modify the generator fusion rules, and
hence YM theory admits the same kinematic algebra.
The heavy-mass poles become spurious in this limit, and
cancel out once the amplitude is assembled.

THE HEFT KINEMATIC ALGEBRA

A novel colour-kinematic duality and double copy for
HEFT was obtained in [10], by four of the present au-
thors. Ignoring couplings, the YM and gravity tree
amplitudes with two heavy particles and n!2 glu-
ons/gravitons are

A(12 . . . n!2, v) =
!

!"!

N (!, v)

d!
,

M(12 . . . n!2, v) =
!

!"!̃

"

N (!, v)
#2

d!
,

(1)

where " ("̃) denotes all (un)ordered nested commutators
of the particle labels {1, . . . , n!2}, where the leftmost
label is fixed to 1. The ordering is important since here
we work with colour-ordered YM amplitudes. Consid-
ering the set {1, 2, 3}, we have " = {[[1, 2], 3], [1, [2, 3]]}
and "̃ = {[[1, 2], 3], [[1, 3], 2], [1, [2, 3]]}. In general, labels
1, . . . , n!2 are reserved for the gluons/gravitons and the
heavy particles are assigned n!1 and n, and v is the
velocity that characterises the heavy particles.

The nested commutators are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with cubic graphs (and hence BCJ numerators),
and the corresponding massless scalar-like propagator de-
nominators are denoted as d!. For instance, the nested
commutator [[1, 2], 3] corresponds to the following cubic
graph, associated BCJ numerator, and propagator de-
nominator:

1 2 3

# N ([[1, 2], 3], v) , d[[1,2],3] = p212p
2
123 , (2)

where pi1...ir := pi1 + · · ·+pir and the red square denotes
the heavy-particle source.

The BCJ numerator N (!, v) is a function of a nested
set of labels !, and it has an expansion which parallels
that of the commutator, e.g.

N ([1, [2, 3]], v) = N (123, v)!N (132, v)

!N (231, v) +N (321, v) , (3)

and we refer to the object N (1 . . . n!2, v) as the pre-
numerator. In analogy with a Lie algebra, this quantity
should be obtained by multiplying generators through an
associative fusion product. Thanks to the nested commu-
tator structure, the BCJ numerators will automatically
satisfy kinematic Jacobi identities.

Explicit pre-numerators can be obtained from the con-
straint imposed by requiring that they lead to correct
amplitudes, and in [10] this was done up to six points.
In the following, it will be crucial to find representations
of the pre-numerators where any non-locality will corre-
spond to a massive physical pole $ 1

v·P , where P is a
sum of gluon momenta [30]. This linearised propagator
arises because of the large-mass expansion. Our results
will be an improvement compared to [10], since in that
work additional spurious poles were present in the pre-
numerators. We find the following explicit new results
up to five points:

N (1, v) = v·#1 ,

N (12, v) = !
v·F1·F2·v

2v·p1
,

N (123, v) =
v·F1·F2·F3·v

3v·p1
!

v·F1·F2·V12·F3·v

3v·p1v·p12

!
v·F1·F3·V1·F2·v

3v·p1v·p13
, (4)

where Fµ"
i := pµi #

"
i!#µi p

"
i , and V µ"

# := vµ
$

j"# p
"
j = vµp"# .

Note that gauge invariance is manifest except in the case
of N (1, v), where it follows from three-point kinematics.

Following [10, 16, 17], the pre-numerators are pre-
sumed to be constructible in an algebraic fashion, by
multiplying abstract generators of the kinematic algebra
via a fusion product,

N (12 . . . n!2, v) := %T(1) $ T(2) $ · · · $ T(n!2)& , (5)

Efficient calculations for Post Minkovskian corrections: 
Brandhuber, Chen, 
Travaglini, Wen
[2108.04216] 

3 Relevant HEFT amplitudes from the new double

copy

In this section we summarise the tree-level graviton-matter amplitudes to leading order

in an inverse mass expansion, which enter the computation of gravitational scattering of
two heavy scalars through unitarity cuts. We call these quantities “HEFT amplitudes”.

These have been derived and described in detail in the companion paper [85] and
correspond to the leading terms in the heavy-mass expansion, which are the only ones
relevant for classical physics. In particular, in [85] it was shown that they exhibit a

novel double-copy structure with manifestly gauge-invariant numerators. This feature,
combined with their very compact forms, makes them ideally suited for the purpose of

this paper.

The three-point YM-matter amplitude are directly obtained from the Feynman

rule and the GR-matter amplitude is the square of the YM-matter amplitude,

AYM!M
3 (2, v) = m !2·v , AGR!M

3 (2, v) = m2(!2·v)2. (3.1)

At 2PM order we need the two-scalar two-graviton amplitude, which can easily be
obtained using our double copy from the corresponding YM amplitude:

AYM!M
4 (23, v) =

m

s23

!v·F2·F3·v
v·p3

"
, AGR!M

4 (23, v) =
m2

s23

!v·F2·F3·v
v·p3

"2
, (3.2)

where F denotes the field strength F µ!
i = pµi !

!
i ! p!i !

µ
i . Up to four points, there is only

one cubic graph for each of these amplitudes.1

At 3PM we need amplitudes up to five points. In this case there are two cubic
graphs for the colour-ordered YM-matter amplitude and three cubic graphs for the

GR-matter amplitude. Then the colour-ordered YM-matter amplitude and the GR-
matter amplitude in the novel colour-kinematics duality form are

AYM!M
5 (234, v) =

N5([[2, 3], 4], v)

s234s23
+

N5([2, [3, 4]], v)

s234s34
, (3.3)

and, by the double copy,

AGR!M
5 (234, v) =

#
N5([[2, 3], 4], v)

$2

s234s23
+

#
N5([[2, 4], 3], v)

$2

s234s24
+

#
N5([[3, 4], 2], v)

$2

s234s34
.

(3.4)

1 In the following we omit a factor of (!i!)n from all graviton-matter and graviton amplitudes.
These factors will be reinstated from Section 5 onward. Note that in our conventions !2 := 32"GN .
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Its expansion in terms of 1/m̄2 is

A(GR)
4 ! "(i!) m̄3

2 "(v̄2·#1)(v̄2·$1)2(v̄2·$2)2 +
m̄2

2

#212

! v̄2·F1·F2·v̄2
v̄2·#2

"2
+ · · · (4.10)

where we have defined p̄i = m̄iv̄i with v̄2i = 1 and i = 1, 2. The delta function term
is of O(m̄3

2), while the HEFT amplitude is of O(m̄2
2), and the dots represent terms of

O(1) in the mass.

Similarly, the expansion of the five-point amplitude in the heavy-mass limit is

A(GR)
5 ! ("i!)2 m̄4

2"(v̄2·#1)"(v̄2·#2)(v̄2·$1)2(v̄2·$2)2(v̄2·$3)2

" i! m̄3
2

#212
"(v̄2·#12)

! v̄2·F1·F2·v̄2
v̄2·#2

"2
(v̄2·$3)2 "

i! m̄3
2

#223
"(v̄2·#23)

! v̄2·F2·F3·v̄2
v̄2·#3

"2
(v̄2·$1)2

" i! m̄3
2

#213
"(v̄2·#13)

! v̄2·F1·F3·v̄2
v̄2·#3

"2
(v̄2·$2)2 + A5(234, v̄2) + · · · ,

(4.11)

where A5(234, v̄2) is given in (3.4). It is easy to see that gauge invariance, locality and
crossing symmetry of the gravitons are manifest.

4.4 Loops

At one loop, the amplitude integrand can be expanded as

m̄3
1m̄

3
2 m̄2

1m̄
3
2 m̄3

1m̄
2
2 m̄2

1m̄
2
2

p1 p4

p2 p3

p1 H p4

p2 p3

p1

p2 H p3

p4 p1 H p4

p2 H p3

(4.12)

Here the black dots represent three-point HEFT amplitudes while higher-point ones are
depicted using grey blobs. The wavy lines correspond to the graviton lines, the dashed
red lines denote unitarity cuts "(l2i ), while the continuous vertical red lines represent

the delta functions "(2p̄i·
#

lj) of the massive lines – these are not unitarity cuts but
arise from linear propagators as in (4.7). More concretely the four cut diagrams are
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2PM:

3PM:

obtained from the product of two copies of the expanded four-point amplitude (4.10)
– one for particle 1 (lower line), the other for particle 2 (upper line).

The first diagram is two massive particle reducible and gives a hyper-classical con-
tribution (O(!!1) compared to the classical terms). The last diagram gives rise to

quantum corrections, which we will not compute in this paper. Only the remaining
two diagrams are relevant for classical scattering, and will be computed in Section 5.

At two loops, the integrand is expanded in terms of a hyper-classical, classical and
quantum part. The hyper-classical graphs are

m̄4
1m̄

4
2 m̄3

1m̄
4
2 m̄4

1m̄
3
2

p1 p4

p2 p3

p1 H p4

p2 p3

p1

p2 H p3

p4

(4.13)

As we will discuss in Section 4.5, these diagrams factorise in impact parameter space,

and hence exponentiate. Therefore they do not need to be computed and we can drop
them directly at the diagrammatic level.

The classical pieces are obtained from the 2MPI diagrams:

m̄2
1m̄

4
2 m̄4

1m̄
2
2

p1 H p4

p2 p3

p1

p2 H p3

p4

(4.14)

and

m̄3
1m̄

3
2

p1 H p4

p2 H p3

p1 H p4

p2 H p3

p1 p4

p2 p3

GR

(4.15)
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+ more

Double copy for massive scalar (Schwarzschild BH): 

Reproduces 3PM calculations of
Bern, Cheung, Roiban, 
Shen, Solon, Zeng (‘20)
and Kälin, Liu, Porto (‘20)



First complete Kinematic Lie Algebra
Recent surprise:
A complete QFT with straightforward kinematic algebra at tree and 
loop level.  

In order to prove that this object obeys the color-kinematics duality, it is convenient to
re-express it using the identity ✏µ1µ2µ3✏⌫1⌫2⌫3 = 3! �[µ1

⌫1 �µ2
⌫2 �

µ3]
⌫3 , as well as momentum conser-

vation and transversality "i · pi = 0, giving

2✏"4"3⌫✏⌫p12µ✏
µ"2"1 = "4 · p3✏

"1"2"3 � "1 · p2✏
"2"3"4 � "2 · p1✏

"3"1"4 � "3 · p4✏
"1"2"4 . (3.11)

In this form it is not hard to see that that the cyclic sum cyclic(1, 2, 3) vanishes, and hence
the off-shell BCJ numerator obeys the Jacobi identity. Since we made no assumptions about
the momentum or the external sources, the above s-channel numerator can be inserted into
any multiparticle tree-level (or loop-level) diagram and the Jacobi identity will hold. Along
similar lines, it can be shown that correlation functions involving Faddeev-Popov ghosts
also satisfy the Jacobi identity, but this will naturally emerge once we employ the superfield
notation in section 4.

3.3 Generators for the kinematic algebra

Having established that the standard formulation of Chern-Simons theory (without Faddeev-
Popov ghosts) obeys the color-kinematics duality, it should now be possible to find an ex-
plicit representation of the kinematic algebra. Indeed, we can define momentum-dependant
generators

Lµ(p) = eip·x�µ⌫@⌫ , (3.12)

where �µ⌫ is a transversality-enforcing projector, identified with the Fourier-transform of
the b operator,

�µ⌫(p) = i✏⇢µ⌫p⇢ . (3.13)

The generators form an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra,

[Lµ(p1), L
⌫(p2)] = Fµ⌫

⇢ L
⇢(p1 + p2) , (3.14)

where the Fµ⌫
⇢ are the structure constants, which also depend on the two momenta corre-

sponding to the upper indices,

Fµ1µ2
⌫(p1, p2) = �⇢µ1(p1)✏⇢⌫��

�µ2(p2) . (3.15)

One can easily verify that the structure constants are related to the Chern-Simons three-
point interaction, contracted with two propagator numerators in momentum space.

To obtain BCJ numerators from this kinematic algebra, we simply compute nested
commutators of the generators. For example, the numerator corresponding to five off-shell
Chern-Simons fields (in momentum space) is

1

2 3 4

5
= tr

⇣
[[[Lµ1(p1), L

µ2(p2)], L
µ3(p3)], L

µ4(p4)], L
µ5
amp(p5)

⌘
(3.16)

= Fµ1µ2
⌫F

⌫µ3
⇢F

⇢µ4µ5�3(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5) , (3.17)

where, in order to avoid over-counting projectors, the last generator Lµ
amp(p) = eip·x@µ is

amputated. We take the tr(· · · ) operation to be formally defined as

tr
�
Lµ(p)L⌫

amp(q)
�
⌘ �3(p+ q)�µ⌫ , (3.18)
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Infinite-dimensional
kinematic Lie algebra 
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Popov ghosts) obeys the color-kinematics duality, it should now be possible to find an ex-
plicit representation of the kinematic algebra. Indeed, we can define momentum-dependant
generators

Lµ(p) = eip·x�µ⌫@⌫ , (3.12)

where �µ⌫ is a transversality-enforcing projector, identified with the Fourier-transform of
the b operator,

�µ⌫(p) = i✏⇢µ⌫p⇢ . (3.13)

The generators form an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra,

[Lµ(p1), L
⌫(p2)] = Fµ⌫

⇢ L
⇢(p1 + p2) , (3.14)

where the Fµ⌫
⇢ are the structure constants, which also depend on the two momenta corre-

sponding to the upper indices,

Fµ1µ2
⌫(p1, p2) = �⇢µ1(p1)✏⇢⌫��

�µ2(p2) . (3.15)

One can easily verify that the structure constants are related to the Chern-Simons three-
point interaction, contracted with two propagator numerators in momentum space.

To obtain BCJ numerators from this kinematic algebra, we simply compute nested
commutators of the generators. For example, the numerator corresponding to five off-shell
Chern-Simons fields (in momentum space) is

1

2 3 4

5
= tr

⇣
[[[Lµ1(p1), L

µ2(p2)], L
µ3(p3)], L

µ4(p4)], L
µ5
amp(p5)

⌘
(3.16)

= Fµ1µ2
⌫F

⌫µ3
⇢F

⇢µ4µ5�3(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5) , (3.17)

where, in order to avoid over-counting projectors, the last generator Lµ
amp(p) = eip·x@µ is

amputated. We take the tr(· · · ) operation to be formally defined as

tr
�
Lµ(p)L⌫

amp(q)
�
⌘ �3(p+ q)�µ⌫ , (3.18)
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Kinematic structure constants
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"1"2"4 . (3.11)
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formulation [1].
It is generally accepted that realizing N � 4 supersymmetry in Chern-Simons theories

requires that the matter transform in a bi-fundamental representation. In our approach,
we construct purely-adjoint Chern-Simons-matter theories from imposing that their partial
amplitudes obey the BCJ amplitude relations. By including the maximal number of scalars
and fermions, we land on a unique theory that exhibits N = 4 supersymmetry, at the minor
cost of having anticommuting scalars and commuting fermions. While this could potentially
be tied to some issue with these theories, it is of little consequence to our construction, since
the double copy of two such states produce matter with correct statistics. In particular, we
obtain maximally supersymmetric N = 8 Dirac-Born-Infeld theory from the double copy
of two N = 4 Chern-Simons-matter theories.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce Chern-Simons theory
and the color-kinematics duality. In sections 3 and 4, we discuss off-shell color-kinematics
duality for pure Chern-Simons theory, and show that it holds for both the physical fields
and the ghost sectors, and we identify an underlying kinematic algebra. In section 5, we
consider off-shell double copies with Chern-Simons theory. In section 6, we study Chern-
Simons-matter theories, and show that they can be made to obey the BCJ relations and
that the maximally supersymmetric double copy is an interesting theory.

2 Preliminaries

We begin with a brief review to introduce the needed background and to set the notation.

2.1 Chern-Simons theory

The 3D Chern-Simons action can be written as

S =
k

4⇡

Z
Tr

⇣
A ^ dA+

2i

3
A ^A ^A

⌘
, (2.1)

where k is the Chern-Simons level, and the gauge field A is a Lie-algebra valued one-form,
A = T aAa

µdx
µ. Solutions to the corresponding field equation are flat connections, F = 0,

where F is the field strength two-form, F = dA + iA ^ A. Without loss of generality, we
take the gauge group to be SU(Nc), with generators and structure constants normalized
such that Tr(T aT b) = 1

2�
ab and [T a, T b] = ifabcT c.

The Chern-Simons action is invariant under infinitesimal gauge transformations �Aµ =

Dµ↵ = @µ↵ + i[Aµ,↵] and must be gauge-fixed in order for the kinetic term to have an
inverse. Introducing the Faddeev-Popov ghosts c, c̄, and the gauge-fixing functional (for
the family of R⇠ gauges)

Sgf =
k

2⇡

Z
d3xTr

⇣
�

1

2⇠
@ ·A@ ·A� c̄⇤c� ic̄ @µ[A

µ, c]
⌘
, (2.2)

the kinetic term of the combined action S + Sgf can now be inverted. It is easiest to work
in the ⇠ ! 0 limit, giving the Chern-Simons propagator in Lorenz gauge (@ ·A = 0),

Gµ⌫(x) =

Z
d3p

(2⇡)3
✏µ⌫⇢p⇢
p2+i0

eip·x . (2.3)
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(Dµ�)a = @µ�a + ig 1p
2
f̃abcAb

µ�
c. With these conventions, we again give the N = 4 Chern-

Simons-matter Lagrangian (6.18),

LN=4 = ✏µ⌫⇢

✓
1

2
Aaµ@⌫Aa⇢ +

ig

6
p
2
f̃abcAaµAb⌫Ac⇢

◆

+ @µ�̄
a@µ�a +

ig
p
2
f̃abcAb

µ(@µ�̄
a�c + �̄c@µ�a)�

g2

2
f̃abxf̃xcd�̄aAb

·Ac�d

+ i ̄a/@ a
�

g
p
2
f̃abc ̄a /A

b
 c

�
ig2

2
 ̄a b�̄c�d(f̃acxf̃xbd + f̃adxf̃xbc)

�
g4

4
�a�̄b�̄c�d�e�̄hfabxfxcyfydzfzeh . (B.1)

The corresponding color-ordered Feynman rules up to multiplicity four are11

 ̄  = i
/p

p2
, � �̄ =

i

p2
, Aµ A⇢ = �

✏µ⌫⇢p⌫

p2
, (B.2)

µ

⌫⇢
= �

✏µ⌫⇢
p
2

,

µ

�̄2�1

= i
(p1 � p2)µ

p
2

,

µ

 � ̄↵

= i
(�µ) �

↵
p
2

, (B.3)

Aµ

A⌫ �

�̄

= �
i

2
⌘µ⌫ ,

Aµ

� A⌫

�̄

= �i⌘µ⌫ , (B.4)

 �

� �̄

 ̄↵

= �
1

2
�↵
�
,

 ↵

�  ̄�

�̄

= ��↵ . (B.5)

It is easy to restore the free coefficients ↵ and � introduced in section 6.3, in which case the
last two scalar-fermion rules would be multiplied by ↵ and (↵+�)/2, respectively. The rules
here were obtained for ↵ = 1 and � = 1. The color-ordered six-point scalar interactions are

�̄

�

�

�̄

�

�̄
= �

i

2
,

�̄

�

�

�̄

�̄

�
=

i

4
,

�

�̄

�

�̄

�

�̄
= 0 , (B.6)

where it is important to keep in mind that the sign of the vertices flips under cyclic permu-
tations, because of the anti-commuting nature of the scalars. The fudge factor � = 1 can
be restored by multiplication if needed.

11Note that the indices on the fermions  ↵ are SL(2,R) spinor indices, not R-symmetry indices.
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where it is important to keep in mind that the sign of the vertices flips under cyclic permu-
tations, because of the anti-commuting nature of the scalars. The fudge factor � = 1 can
be restored by multiplication if needed.

11Note that the indices on the fermions  ↵ are SL(2,R) spinor indices, not R-symmetry indices.
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cubic Feynman rules: 

in Lorenz gauge these obeys color-kinematics duality off shell !

Chern-Simons is toplogical à amplitudes vanish, 
but off-shell correlation fn’s are non-zero

As a word of caution, one might encounter a situation where eq. (3.2) holds, but the
amputated expression V (bV (�1,�2),�3)+cyclic(1, 2, 3) does not vanish, instead belonging
to the kernel of the operator b. We will see that for the case that we are interested in, pure
Chern-Simons theory, the vanishing of the amputated object can be enforced by making an
appropriate gauge choice.

3.2 Tree level Chern-Simons correlators

From the general considerations in the previous subsection, we now apply the formalism to
pure Chern-Simons theory. Starting from the field equation, F = 0, written out as

✏µ⌫⇢@⌫A
a

⇢ = �ifabc✏µ⌫⇢Ab

⌫A
c

⇢ , (3.5)

we can contract both sides of the equation with the propagator numerator b�⇢ ⌘ ✏�⇢↵@↵.
Assuming that the vector field is in the Lorenz gauge @ ·A = 0, we obtain

⇤A� = ib�µ✏
µ⌫⇢fabcAb

⌫A
c

⇢ , (3.6)

meaning that the vertex function is

V (A1, A2) = ✏⇢A1A2 , (3.7)

where the Schoonship notation ✏⇢A1A2 ⌘ ✏⇢µ⌫A1µA2⌫ is used for simplicity.
In the standard formulation of tree-level Chern-Simons theory there is a single field,

the gauge field A, the requirement to have off-shell color-kinematics duality is then that the
b operator and the vertex V obey a Jacobi identity. This will imply that the theory obeys
the duality for any tree level diagram (for loops, one must consider the ghost sectors too,
which are treated in the next section). For this purpose we study the off-shell four-point
correlation function. We note that the external fields in the correlation function are sourced
by some current through a propagator2, which will automatically enforce Lorenz gauge

Aµ =
bµ⌫

⇤ J⌫ ) @µA
µ = 0 . (3.8)

It is useful to make the same statement in momentum space, except we only consider the
numerator of the propagator

"µ(p) ⌘ ✏µ⌫⇢p⌫✏⇢(p) ) pµ"
µ(p) = 0 , (3.9)

where ✏⇢(p) is the Fourier transform of the current, and "µ(p) is the Fourier transform of
⇤Aµ. Note that the current is not necessarily conserved off shell, and hence ✏⇢(p) is an
unconstrained function.

All together, the s-channel numerator for the off-shell four-point correlation function
takes the form

1

2 3

4

= ✏"1"2⌫✏⌫p12µ✏
µ"3"4 . (3.10)

2Unlike the case of amplitudes, the external propagators in the correlation functions are not amputated.
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In order to prove that this object obeys the color-kinematics duality, it is convenient to
re-express it using the identity ✏µ1µ2µ3✏⌫1⌫2⌫3 = 3! �[µ1

⌫1 �µ2
⌫2 �

µ3]
⌫3 , as well as momentum conser-

vation and transversality "i · pi = 0, giving

2✏"4"3⌫✏⌫p12µ✏
µ"2"1 = "4 · p3✏

"1"2"3 � "1 · p2✏
"2"3"4 � "2 · p1✏

"3"1"4 � "3 · p4✏
"1"2"4 . (3.11)

In this form it is not hard to see that that the cyclic sum cyclic(1, 2, 3) vanishes, and hence
the off-shell BCJ numerator obeys the Jacobi identity. Since we made no assumptions about
the momentum or the external sources, the above s-channel numerator can be inserted into
any multiparticle tree-level (or loop-level) diagram and the Jacobi identity will hold. Along
similar lines, it can be shown that correlation functions involving Faddeev-Popov ghosts
also satisfy the Jacobi identity, but this will naturally emerge once we employ the superfield
notation in section 4.

3.3 Generators for the kinematic algebra

Having established that the standard formulation of Chern-Simons theory (without Faddeev-
Popov ghosts) obeys the color-kinematics duality, it should now be possible to find an ex-
plicit representation of the kinematic algebra. Indeed, we can define momentum-dependant
generators

Lµ(p) = eip·x�µ⌫@⌫ , (3.12)

where �µ⌫ is a transversality-enforcing projector, identified with the Fourier-transform of
the b operator,

�µ⌫(p) = i✏⇢µ⌫p⇢ . (3.13)

The generators form an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra,

[Lµ(p1), L
⌫(p2)] = Fµ⌫

⇢ L
⇢(p1 + p2) , (3.14)

where the Fµ⌫
⇢ are the structure constants, which also depend on the two momenta corre-

sponding to the upper indices,

Fµ1µ2
⌫(p1, p2) = �⇢µ1(p1)✏⇢⌫��

�µ2(p2) . (3.15)

One can easily verify that the structure constants are related to the Chern-Simons three-
point interaction, contracted with two propagator numerators in momentum space.

To obtain BCJ numerators from this kinematic algebra, we simply compute nested
commutators of the generators. For example, the numerator corresponding to five off-shell
Chern-Simons fields (in momentum space) is

1

2 3 4

5
= tr

⇣
[[[Lµ1(p1), L

µ2(p2)], L
µ3(p3)], L

µ4(p4)], L
µ5
amp(p5)

⌘
(3.16)

= Fµ1µ2
⌫F

⌫µ3
⇢F

⇢µ4µ5�3(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5) , (3.17)

where, in order to avoid over-counting projectors, the last generator Lµ
amp(p) = eip·x@µ is

amputated. We take the tr(· · · ) operation to be formally defined as

tr
�
Lµ(p)L⌫

amp(q)
�
⌘ �3(p+ q)�µ⌫ , (3.18)
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4.2 Superspace Feynman rules

To establish that color-kinematics duality holds off shell in pure Chern-Simons theory,
including for all loop diagrams, we now consider the needed Feynman rules. The superfield
Feynman rules, which automatically include ghosts in the loops, are

✓ ✓̃
!
p =

p · #

p2
�3(✓ � ✓̃) ,

✓
= i

Z
d3✓ , (4.10)

where the arrow indicates the momentum flow, and the internal vertices are labeled by
distinct ✓s. We remind the reader that #µ = @

@✓µ
is the conjugate to ✓µ, and that we have

suppressed the coupling constant and momentum conserving delta functions. The Feynman
rules are in a hybrid form: the x’s are Fourier transformed but not the ✓ coordinates.

Next, we consider the numerator of an off-shell four-point diagram, it is

1

2 3

4

=

Z
d3✓ 1 2

Z
d3✓̃ p34 · # �3(✓ � ✓̃) 3(✓̃) 4(✓̃) , (4.11)

where the external wavefunctions are assumed to satisfy the gauge condition b = 0.
Given that the external fields are sourced at some external point and then propagate to the
interaction vertex,  = b

⇤J , Lorenz gauge is automatic by nilpotency of the b operator.
After evaluating the ✓̃ integral, and using integration by parts and momentum conser-

vation, the above diagram simplifies to

1

2 3

4

= i

Z
d3✓b( 1 2) 3 4 . (4.12)

Here the b operator can be represented in momentum or position space, b = # · @ = ip · #,
depending on what is convenient, and it only acts on the fields inside the parenthesis.

In general, every tree-level diagram can be reduced to a single integral over superspace
coordinates acting on a function made of nested b operators and fields. For example, the
five-point half ladder diagram can be written as

1

2 3 4

5
= i

Z
d3✓ b(b( 1 2) 3) 4 5 . (4.13)

The combination of the superspace integration and the derivatives inside the propagator-
numerator, b, correctly enforce all the Lorentz-index and field contractions making the
calculation equivalent to using the Feynman rules (4.10). Note that the number of b inser-
tions precisely matches the number of internal lines.

Loop diagrams are most straightforwardly calculated by following the Feynman rules
directly, with integrations over ✓s for each internal vertex, as done in eq. (4.11). However,
they can also be obtained by recycling the above simple formulas for the tree numerators,
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Given that the external fields are sourced at some external point and then propagate to the
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⇤J , Lorenz gauge is automatic by nilpotency of the b operator.
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Loop diagrams are most straightforwardly calculated by following the Feynman rules
directly, with integrations over ✓s for each internal vertex, as done in eq. (4.11). However,
they can also be obtained by recycling the above simple formulas for the tree numerators,
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again obeys color-kinematics duality! 

suggesting the introduction of the dualized field Cµ⌫ = 1
2✏

µ⌫⇢@⇢c̄, giving the full Chern-
Simons action

S =
k

2⇡

Z
Tr

✓
1

2
A ^ dA� C ^ dc+

i

6
(A ^A ^A� 6C ^ [A, c])

◆
. (4.3)

The action is written in terms of forms and exterior derivatives and it is possible to introduce
Grassmann-odd variables ✓µ that allow the forms to combine into a single superfield,

 = c+ ✓µA
µ + ✓µ✓⌫C

µ⌫ + ✓1✓2✓3a . (4.4)

The last field a was not present in the action (4.3), and here it is introduced for completeness
of the discussion. It corresponds to a non-dynamical field, and for our purpose we can
assume a = 0, which is compatible with Lorenz gauge.

Using the superfield notation, the Chern-Simons action becomes

S =
k

2⇡

Z
d3xd3✓Tr

⇣1
2
 Q +

i

3
   

⌘
, (4.5)

where Q = ✓µ@µ has the interpretation of a super-differential, or alternatively, a BRST
operator for the worldline action3 of Chern-Simons theory [205]. Forgetting about the
steps in the above derivation, the new action (4.5) can be taken as defining the quantum
Chern-Simons theory, where all fields are now unconstrained. As such, the action respects
local gauge invariance, which in the superfield notation corresponds to the infinitesimal
transformation

� = Q⌦+ i[ ,⌦] , (4.6)

for some superfield ⌦.
In perturbation theory the action needs to be gauge fixed. The gauge condition and

Feynman rules in the superfield notation makes use of the linear operator b,4 now defined
as

b =
@

@✓µ
@µ ⌘ #µ@µ , (4.7)

which is the codifferential in superspace. It anti-commutes with Q into the d’Alembertian,

bQ+Qb = ⇤ , (4.8)

which is known as Hodge decomposition. It is nilpotent b2 = 0 and, since it contains two
derivatives, it obeys the second-order Leibniz rule.

The Lorenz gauge condition for a super-field now becomes

b = 0 . (4.9)

This imposes no constraint on the c ghost, and Lorenz gauge on the vector @µAµ = 0 and
on the 2-form @µCµ⌫ = 0. The last constraint implies that the 2-form ghost can always be
solved as Cµ⌫ = 1

2✏
µ⌫⇢@⇢c̄. Furthermore, Lorenz gauge implies that the a field is constant,

and we set it to zero a = 0.
3The superfield formulation of Chern-Simons theory is reminiscent of the more recent formulation of

10D super-Yang-Mills in terms of a pure-spinor superparticle [205].
4The notation is inspired by the pure-spinor Feynman rules used in ref. [206], where the corresponding

operator is the composite worldline b ghost.
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4.2 Superspace Feynman rules

To establish that color-kinematics duality holds off shell in pure Chern-Simons theory,
including for all loop diagrams, we now consider the needed Feynman rules. The superfield
Feynman rules, which automatically include ghosts in the loops, are

✓ ✓̃
!
p =

p · #

p2
�3(✓ � ✓̃) ,

✓
= i

Z
d3✓ , (4.10)

where the arrow indicates the momentum flow, and the internal vertices are labeled by
distinct ✓s. We remind the reader that #µ = @

@✓µ
is the conjugate to ✓µ, and that we have

suppressed the coupling constant and momentum conserving delta functions. The Feynman
rules are in a hybrid form: the x’s are Fourier transformed but not the ✓ coordinates.

Next, we consider the numerator of an off-shell four-point diagram, it is

1

2 3

4

=

Z
d3✓ 1 2

Z
d3✓̃ p34 · # �3(✓ � ✓̃) 3(✓̃) 4(✓̃) , (4.11)

where the external wavefunctions are assumed to satisfy the gauge condition b = 0.
Given that the external fields are sourced at some external point and then propagate to the
interaction vertex,  = b

⇤J , Lorenz gauge is automatic by nilpotency of the b operator.
After evaluating the ✓̃ integral, and using integration by parts and momentum conser-

vation, the above diagram simplifies to

1

2 3

4

= i

Z
d3✓b( 1 2) 3 4 . (4.12)

Here the b operator can be represented in momentum or position space, b = # · @ = ip · #,
depending on what is convenient, and it only acts on the fields inside the parenthesis.

In general, every tree-level diagram can be reduced to a single integral over superspace
coordinates acting on a function made of nested b operators and fields. For example, the
five-point half ladder diagram can be written as

1

2 3 4

5
= i

Z
d3✓ b(b( 1 2) 3) 4 5 . (4.13)

The combination of the superspace integration and the derivatives inside the propagator-
numerator, b, correctly enforce all the Lorentz-index and field contractions making the
calculation equivalent to using the Feynman rules (4.10). Note that the number of b inser-
tions precisely matches the number of internal lines.

Loop diagrams are most straightforwardly calculated by following the Feynman rules
directly, with integrations over ✓s for each internal vertex, as done in eq. (4.11). However,
they can also be obtained by recycling the above simple formulas for the tree numerators,
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5pts: similarly at higher pts



Poisson algebra & diffeomorphisms
Ben-Shahar, HJ

Represent propagator numerator with differential operator :  

The last equality follows via integration by parts b( 1 2 3) 4 ⇠  1 2 3b( 4), and it
vanishes because of the Lorenz gauge. The left hand side of eq. (4.17) is precisely the
Jacobi identity for a triplet of kinematic numerators. Hence the Chern-Simons Feynman
rules obey color-kinematics duality.

Let us emphasize the result, by considering the Feynman rules directly at loop level.
Assume we have a multi-loop Feynman diagram, and we isolate an internal propagator line
that we plan to perform a Jacob identity on. The diagram looks as follows:

1

2 3

4

=

Z
d3✓ 1 2

✓Z
d3✓̃ p34 · # �(✓ � ✓̃) 3(✓̃) 4(✓̃)

◆
, (4.18)

where the displayed wavefunctions are sourced by the rest of the diagram, here schemati-
cally indicated by the grey blob. The wavefunctions are in Lorenz gauge by virtue of the
propagators on lines 1–4 enforcing this. Then since this expression evaluates to the first
term in eq. (4.17), it follows that after adding the remaining to two diagrams in the cyclic
orbit (1, 2, 3), we obtain the desired kinematic Jacobi identity.

The obtained Jacobi identity can be attributed to a Poisson algebra which emerges
from the action of b on functions in Lorenz gauge. The operation of b on two such fields
can be written as

b( 1 2)
Lorenz
= #µ 1@µ 2 � @µ 1#

µ 2 ⌘ { 1, 2}P . (4.19)

The Jacobi identity is trivialized by this rewriting,

b(b( 1 2) 3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3) = {{ 1, 2}P, 3}P + cyclic(1, 2, 3) = 0 . (4.20)

From the Poisson bracket it is a small step to define generators labeled by a superfield  ,

L ⌘ #µ @µ � @µ #
µ , (4.21)

which satisfy the Lie algebra
[L 1 , L 2 ] = Lb( 1 2) . (4.22)

Similar to the vectorial generators in eq. (3.12), this is the Lie algebra of a subgroup of
3D superspace diffeomorphisms, with generators restricted to Lorenz gauge b = 0. The
subgroup corresponds to the diffeomorphisms that preserve both the superspace volume
form, d3xd3✓, and separately the bosonic and fermionic volume forms. This can be shown
by considering the action of an infinitesimal diffeomorphism. Note, while the above Poisson
bracket and dual Lie algebra can be defined for any functions, not necessarily in Lorenz
gauge, the matching to the superspace Feynman rules of Chern-Simons theory only holds
for superfields in the Lorenz gauge.

To make contact with the kinematic algebra discussed in section 3.3, we can the take the
function that labels the generator to be restricted to a vectorial planewave  = eip·x"⌫(p)✓⌫ ,
then the relation between the two types of generators are

✏µL
µ(p) = L 

���
#!0

, (4.23)
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Jaobi identity follows from Poisson bracket 
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Lie algebra generators: 
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Lie algebra:

Volume-preserving diffeomorphisms (bosonic & fermonic volume) 

suggesting the introduction of the dualized field Cµ⌫ = 1
2✏

µ⌫⇢@⇢c̄, giving the full Chern-
Simons action
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The action is written in terms of forms and exterior derivatives and it is possible to introduce
Grassmann-odd variables ✓µ that allow the forms to combine into a single superfield,
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The last field a was not present in the action (4.3), and here it is introduced for completeness
of the discussion. It corresponds to a non-dynamical field, and for our purpose we can
assume a = 0, which is compatible with Lorenz gauge.
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where Q = ✓µ@µ has the interpretation of a super-differential, or alternatively, a BRST
operator for the worldline action3 of Chern-Simons theory [205]. Forgetting about the
steps in the above derivation, the new action (4.5) can be taken as defining the quantum
Chern-Simons theory, where all fields are now unconstrained. As such, the action respects
local gauge invariance, which in the superfield notation corresponds to the infinitesimal
transformation

� = Q⌦+ i[ ,⌦] , (4.6)

for some superfield ⌦.
In perturbation theory the action needs to be gauge fixed. The gauge condition and

Feynman rules in the superfield notation makes use of the linear operator b,4 now defined
as

b =
@

@✓µ
@µ ⌘ #µ@µ , (4.7)

which is the codifferential in superspace. It anti-commutes with Q into the d’Alembertian,

bQ+Qb = ⇤ , (4.8)

which is known as Hodge decomposition. It is nilpotent b2 = 0 and, since it contains two
derivatives, it obeys the second-order Leibniz rule.

The Lorenz gauge condition for a super-field now becomes

b = 0 . (4.9)

This imposes no constraint on the c ghost, and Lorenz gauge on the vector @µAµ = 0 and
on the 2-form @µCµ⌫ = 0. The last constraint implies that the 2-form ghost can always be
solved as Cµ⌫ = 1

2✏
µ⌫⇢@⇢c̄. Furthermore, Lorenz gauge implies that the a field is constant,

and we set it to zero a = 0.
3The superfield formulation of Chern-Simons theory is reminiscent of the more recent formulation of

10D super-Yang-Mills in terms of a pure-spinor superparticle [205].
4The notation is inspired by the pure-spinor Feynman rules used in ref. [206], where the corresponding

operator is the composite worldline b ghost.
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acting on product of fields gives 



Double copy and black hole amplitudes



Binary black hole merger in three phases:

I will focus on the  
conservative potential (figure from 1610.03567)

Double copy and gravitational waves

Explicit PM calculations done using double copy:
Bjerrum-Bohr, Damgaard, Festuccia, Planté, Vanhove (‘18)
Bern, Cheung, Roiban, Shen, Solon, Zeng (‘19)+ Ruf, Parra-Martinez (‘21)
Brandhuber, Chen, Travaglini, Wen (21)

Some methods developed for PM calc. using double copy:
Bjerrum-Bohr, Cristofoli, Damgaard, Gomez+Brown;
Cristofoli, Gonzo, Kosower, O’Connell;
Maybee, O’Connell, Vines; Luna, Nicholson, O'Connell, White; …



AHH amplitudes   ↔ Kerr BH?
Arkani-Hamed, Huang, Huang (‘17) wrote down natural higher-spin ampl’s:

where in general there are additional terms of O(p2!m2) in the numerator that

contribute o! shell. These terms depend on the details of the Lagrangian formulation
of the theory.

For the case of spin-1/2 and spin-3/2, additional terms are not expected, and
the propagators are

"(1/2)(!, !̄) = i
/p+m

p2 !m2
,

"(3/2)(!, !̄) = i
(/p +m) !.!̄+ 1

3(/!+
p·!
m )(/p!m)(/̄!+ p·!̄

m )

p2 !m2
, (2.37)

with !.!̄ = !µ("µ"! pµp!
m2 )!̄" . The propagators with free Lorentz indices can be obtained

by taking an appropriate number of derivatives #
#!µ and #

#!̄! that act on "(s+1/2)(!, !̄).
This will automatically symmetrize the Lorentz indices on each side of the propagator

matrix.

3 Higher-spin three-point amplitudes

We now consider amplitudes for a pair of spin-s particles using the massive spinor-
helicity formalism. To avoid displaying unimportant overall normalization factors in

the spinor-helicity formulae, we denote amplitudes with either straight or calligraphic
symbols. The calligraphic ones, A(1, 2, . . . , n) for gauge theory andM(1, 2, . . . , n) for
gravity, are more suitable for covariant formulae that use polarization vectors. The

straight ones, A(1, 2, . . . , n) and M(1, 2, . . . , n), are more suitable for spinor-helicity
expressions. Their relative normalizations are

A(1, 2, . . . , n) = (!1)!s"
!"

2e
"n#2

A(1, 2, . . . , n),

M(1, 2, . . . , n) = (!1)!s"
!#

2

"n#2
M(1, 2, . . . , n).

(3.1)

where e is the gauge theory (electric) coupling, # is the gravitational coupling, with
#2 = 32$GN . The ceiling function #s$ takes into account phases that depend on the
spin of the massive particle, which appear due to our mostly-minus metric signature

choice. Furthermore, sometimes it is convenient to set e = 1 or # = 1, in which case
the two normalizations simply di!er by powers of

"
2 and signs.

3.1 Spinor-helicity three-point amplitudes

It was proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Huang and Huang [99] that the most natural
three-point amplitudes between two massive higher-spin particles and a gauge boson
should be the following maximally-chiral objects:

A(1%s, 2%̄s, 3A+) = mx
%12&2s

m2s
, A(1%s, 2%̄s, 3A#) =

m

x

[12]2s

m2s
(3.2)
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spin-1/2 and spin-3/2, the covariant amplitudes are unique as will be discussed in

Section 5.1.2.
Let us now switch the discussion to gravitational higher-spin amplitudes. Arkani-

Hamed, Huang and Huang [99] gave the following three-point amplitudes:

M(1!s, 2!̄s, 3h+) = im2x2 !12"2s
m2s

,

M(1!s, 2!̄s, 3h!) = i
m2

x2

[12]2s

m2s
, (3.12)

It is clear from the spinor-helicity expressions that they are related to the gauge-
theory amplitudes by the double copy [61],

M(1!s, 2!̄s, 3h±) = iA(1!sL, 2!̄sL, 3A±)A(1!sR, 2!̄sR, 3A±) , (3.13)

where s = sL + sR, and equivalent formulae are obtained for any sL, sR # 0. Since
this relation is insensitive to the helicity of the massless state, it follows that the

covariant gravitational amplitudes are also given by a double copy of the covariant
gauge-theory amplitudes.

Using the double copy, it is a small step to show that a generating function for
the covariant gravitational amplitudes can be constructed out of the gauge-theory

generating functions. However, because the spin s can be decomposed into sL + sR
in multiple di!erent ways, there is some ambiguity on how to write it. We find that
it is convenient to write a combined generating function for bosonic and fermionic

covariant gravitational amplitudes, which has the form

"
!

2s=0

M(1!s, 2!̄s, 3h) = M0#1/2 + AWWA

"

A0#1/2 +
A1# 3/2 $ (!1 · !2)2A0#1/2

(1 + !1 · !2)2 + 2
m2!1 · p2 !2 · p1

#

,

(3.14)

where the sum runs over both integer and half-integer spin s. Here we use the short-
hands A0#1/2 = A!!A + A""A, A1# 3/2 = AWWA + A##A and M0#1/2 = A!!AA0#1/2,
which combine the independent low-spin amplitudes that appeared in the bosonic

(3.7) and fermionic (3.11) generating functions. The reason for multiplying the gauge-
theory generating function by AWWA, rather than by A!!A, is that this way of writing

it exposes the correct maximal momentum power counting of the gravity amplitudes.
As an aside, it is interesting to note that we have already identified the gauge-

theory amplitudes AWWA andA##A, as well-known three-point amplitudes in theories
with spontaneously-broken gauge symmetry (s = 1) and supersymmetry (s = 3/2),
respectively. From this we should expect that some of the low-spin gravitational

amplitudes also have an interesting physical interpretation. Indeed, it is known from
previous work on the double copy [144, 145] that these massive spin-1 and spin-

3/2 gravitational amplitudes, A!!A %AWWA and A""A %AWWA, are precisely those
that appear in R-symmetry gauged supergravity, and the massive spin-2 amplitude
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Gauge th 3pt:

Gravity 3pt: 

Let us check if the two contributions responsible for the quantum mismatch

between eq. (3.24) and eq. (3.26) are perhaps related. We find the relation

!s2 ·
! i

m2
p1 ·M · k

"

· !s1 = s(!1 · !2)s!1!2 ·
! 1

m2
(k · Ŝ)2

"

· !1 , (3.28)

and for s = 1 the two expressions indeed conspire in eq. (3.26) with numerical
coe!cients 1/2! 1. However, this still does not add up to the unit coe!cient of this
term in eq. (3.24), which through s " 5/2 should give the unique theories that satisfy

tree-level unitarity. That said, the terms proportional to p1 ·M ·k or to !2 · (k · Ŝ)2 ·!1
are subleading in the classical limit and thus the quantum di"erence is irrelevant

for the purpose of describing astrophysical black holes. In conclusion, this analysis
confirms that eq. (3.26) and eq. (3.24) are classically equivalent and match the Kerr

black-hole dynamics.

4 Spinor-helicity Compton amplitudes for s " 5/2

In ref. [99], three-point higher-spin amplitudes, which we discussed in Section 3, were

used together with BCFW recursion [56, 152] to construct candidates for the the
Compton amplitudes with opposite-helicity photons/gravitons. In a later reference
the equal-helicity Compton amplitudes were obtained in the same way [117]. Let us

start by inspecting the photon amplitudes

A(1!s, 2!̄s, 3A+, 4A+) = i
#12$2s[34]2

m2s!2t13t14
, (4.1a)

A(1!s, 2!̄s, 3A!, 4A+) = i
[4|p1|3$2!2s([41]#32$+ [42]#31$)2s

t13t14
, (4.1b)

where s12 = (p1 + p2)2 and tij = (pi + pj)2 ! m2. As was discussed in ref. [99],
the opposite-helicity amplitude is well behaved for s " 1, and starting at s = 3/2

it develops a spurious pole corresponding to the factor [4|p1|3$2!2s. This pole is
unphysical, and must be canceled by adding a contact interaction to the Compton

amplitude, such that it has a compensating spurious pole. Exactly how to do this
in a unique way has not yet been firmly established. In contrast, we see that the
equal-helicity Compton amplitude does not have a spurious pole for any spin. And

this suggests that it should not be corrected by contact terms, although a priori it
cannot be ruled out that it receives corrections that are manifestly free of momentum

poles.
Next, let us quote the corresponding candidate Compton amplitudes for gravity,

which can be obtained via BCFW recursion in the same way [99, 117],

M(1!s, 2!̄s, 3h+, 4h+) = i
#12$2s[34]4

m2s!4s12t13t14
, (4.2a)

M(1!s, 2!̄s, 3h!, 4h+) = i
[4|p1|3$4!2s([41]#32$+ [42]#31$)2s

s12t13t14
. (4.2b)
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Gravity Compton ampl.
via BCFW recursion ? 

Shown to reproduce Kerr by: Guevara, Ochirov, Vines (‘18) 
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spurious pole for



Kerr Black hole amplitudes
The AHH ampl’s for                  admit double copies to any multiplicity

Lagrangians unique: have no non-minimal terms beyond cubic order in fields 

Can be used for                 PM/PN calculations.
Compton             yet to be confirmed via other methods (BHPT, worldline).

Ochirov, HJ; Chiodaroli, HJ, Pichini; Chiodaroli, Gunaydin, HJ, Roiban, […] 



Summary & Outlook
Color-kinematics duality lies at the root of gravity:
à Diffeomorphism inv. from YM numerator relations
à makes perturbative GR more manageable! 
à allows for simpler classification of gravity theories

Kinematic algebra is a well-hidden gem of YM (and GR)
à Notoriously difficult, after 15 years no complete YM algebra
à Much progress in last 3 years:
à Stratification by sectors: NMHV algebra via current algebra
à Gauge invariant numerators ßà heavy mass EFT ßà Hopf algebra
à First complete (quantum) kinematic algebra Chern-Simons theory
à Not discussed: Covariant color-kinematics duality Cheung & Mangan

Explored amplitudes for massive spinning matter à Kerr BH ?
à Double copy works well up to spin-2 (KK graviton)

Take-home message from this MITP workshop: 
work on double copy & CK duality has significantly broadened in the 
last few years, and I look forward to hearing all the new perspectives!


